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RadioSat
Stage Set
by Alan Carter
LONG BEACH, Calif. Radio Satellite Corp. said the stage is being set
for broadcast of its digital audio car
radio service, with contacts now
finalized for construction of ahighpowered mobile satellite (MSAT)
scheduled for launch in 1993.
American Mobile Satellite Corp.
(AMSC) and Telesat Mobile Inc.
(TMI) executed contracts worth
$100 million each with Hughes
Aircraft Co. and Spar Aerospace
Ltd. Hughes will supply the spacecraft bus; Spar will supply the
communications payload.
RadioSat plans to lease capacity
on the AMSC satellite, described
as one of the most powerful ever
built for commercial mobile communications. The FCC has allocated it in the 1.6 GHz L-band.
AMSC and TMI will provide each
other satellite backup capacity.
While RadioSat digital audio
broadcasting (DAB) with quality
comparable to FM requires an effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP)
of about 5kW/channel, the MSAT
satellite has an EIRP of 500 kW.
With an operational life of 10 to
12 years, the AMSC and TMI satellites will cover the U.S., including
Alaska and Hawaii, Canada,
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, 200
miles of U.S. and Canadian coastal
waters, and have the capacity to
reach through out Mexico.
The commencement of satellite
construction "strengthens the
eight-year lead" of RadioSat over
other DAB proponents who propose new satellites limited to audio broadcasting, according to
RadioSat.
The AMSC MSAT also is
designed for mobile telephone, radio and data service to land, aviation and maritime users.
The FCC authorized AMSC to
construct and operate amobile satellite system in 1989. NASA plans to
launch the satellite, in return for use
of a portion of the capacity by
government agencies in early years.
AMSC is financed by stockholders including subsidiaries of
Hughes Aircraft; McCaw Cellular,
the largest cellular telephone company; and Mtel, the largest nation
wide paging company.
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Sit Action On Hold at FCC
by John Gatski
WASHINGTON The FCC has yet to
adopt new rules regarding use of aural
sn, equipment because of apending TV
SU rulemaking that finally will define
"congested" and "non-congested" frequency areas.
Under a recent notice of proposed
rulemaking (NPRM), the FCC is considering new sn, guidelines that will
clearly define "frequency congested
areas" (category A) and "non-frequency
congested areas" (category B).
If approved, aproposed aural SU rule
regarding antenna size and other technical specifications can be approved, according to the FCC.
The congested area definition NPRM
for TV STLs was released in November
and is the result of arequest SBE made
last February. At the time of its filing,
SBE said the current FCC congested area
definition was too ambiguous.

NAB Dues
Increased
by Alan Carter
WASHINGTON Effective Jan. 1, the
NAB raised associate membership dues
from 11 percent to 20 percent, depending on the size of the organization.
The NAB Executive Committee voted
to raise the dues from $450 to $500 ayear
on the lower end of the scale, and from
$2,500 to $3,000 on the higher end. NAB
Associate members are broadcast-related
organizations that aren't U.S.-based
broadcasters.
Also effective Jan. 1, anew associate
membership category was established
for international radio and television
broadcasters.
The bulk of associate members will see
their dues increase in the $50 range, according to NAB Conventions and Exhibitions Senior VP Rick Dobson. Those
with a $500 increase will be "only avery,
very small number;' he said.
Included among those with the higher
increase, however, are some of the NAB's
largest convention exhibitors.
Dobson said that areimbursement incentive for associate members that buy
convention floor space offsets the dues
increase. Associate members save $600
on their exhibit space for every 100
square feet they purchase.
"For virtually all, the savings is much
greater than the cost of their dues;' Dobson maintained.

In January 1990, the SBE also
proposed the rule that would
require specific antenna types,
No action is
minimum frequency tolerance,
expected from
power limit and minimum path
the FCC on
length for aural STLs.
aural STLs
The FCC, however, will not
until after
act on that aural sn, proposal
until the congested area definia decision
tion is adopted, according to
has been
FCC Engineering Policy Branch
reached
Engineer Hank Van Deursen.
on their
SBE said it is likely the FCC's
TV
counterTV gri, definition will be apparts.
plied to aural STLs as well.
"Whatever congested area
criteria adopted for the TV sn
bands would presumably also
be used for the aural STL bane
SBE Board of Directors member
Dane Ericksen said.
Based on the NPRM, apotential congested frequency area
will be defined as any Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area
(SMSA), except noted exceptions.
The FCC recognized that all
SMSAs will not be frequency
congested and aexception list
will be compiled that will itemize those take into account non-SMSA areas, such
SMSAs not considered frequency con- as mountaintops or tall structures, which
could be considered congested areas and
gested.
(continued on page 2)
The FCC also will enact asystem to
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Canadian Radio Survives
by James Careless
TORONTO Canadian radio
stations were left untouched by
the $108 million budget cut recently absorbed by the Canadian Broadcast Corporation, the
country's national broadcasting
service.
Beyond having $1.2 million
shaved off its funding, CBS Radio survived the cutbacks with
only a one percent cut in its
operating budget.
Canadian radio's survival is
no accident, according to CBC

Radio Program Operations
Director Bill Terry, who called it
a "division of labor" devised by
CBC managers, one intended to

closed, and eight others downgraded to news bureaus. Also,
the CBC's two Parliamentary TV
channels and the shortwave

CBC's television network did not
fare as well radio.
maintain overall service while
cutting acostly part of it.
CBC's television network did
not fare as well radio. About
1,100 jobs were cut from the
CBC. Three TV stations were

service Radio Canada International are faced with extinction,
unless the government takes
over paying for them by April 1,
1991.
And CBC Television has

pulled out of local broadcasting
altogether, amove that will save
the corporation $46 million.
Other items, such as the loss of
RCI and various other belttightening measures, make up
the rest of the $108 million savings.
With the de-emphasis in local
TV broadcasting, this means
that "radio is now responsible
for local, regional (and) national
broadcasting," Terry said.
The mild budget cut, however, is only aqualified blessing
for CBC radio, according to
Terry, because the network has
to contend with acontinual nibbling away of its budget.
Because of this persistent
specter, there is the possibility

WE SURPRISED OURSELVES!

AUDIOARTS

of resuming advertising on the
service, which was eliminated
in 1974.
Terry is convinced that advertising won't be resumed, even
though he admitted commercial
CBC Radio could make money.
"One of the elements of being
distinctive as a public broadcaster is being non-commercial.
And that is avalue which has
been maintained. Putting radio
back into commercials is simply
not on the table as ameans of
coping with the corporation's
budget problems," he said.

STL Rules
Delayed
(continued from page 1)
classify them as such, according
to the proposed rulemaking.
If eventually approved, SBE's
aural gri, proposal would cover
several technical areas. For the
first time, stations would have
to use minimum antenna sizes
for either Category A (congested area) and Category B
(non-congested).
Stations not meeting the
minimum antenna size requirement would be "grandfathered"
for three years from the time the
rules were adopted, according
to the proposal.
In contrast, TV STL users have
until October 1991 to upgrade to
appropriate antenna sizes, the
result of a1981 rule that grandfathered stations for ten years.
Other specific items the FCC
will consider under the aural
STL proposal include a frequency tolerance plus or minus
.0005 percent, a10-watt power
limit (but no limit on radiated
power) and a minimum path
length requirement.
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Nevin Is
BE's CEO

BBC Tests Eureka 147 System
The BBC research also concluded that
vertically polarized log-periodic antennas
there are planning constraints on asindirected at 180 degrees ETN.
gle frequency network (SFN).
In evaluating frequency planning conLONDON The British Broadcasting
The ability to reuse the same fresiderations for a terrestrial DAB
Corp. (BBC) reported that the Eureka 147
quency block, either to fill a "hole" or exnetwork—findings that can be applicadigital audio broadcasting (DAB) system
tend coverage, results because the sysble to the U.S.—the paper suggested that
satisfied "stringent requirements" in extem is designed to make constructive use
the planning of terrestrial UHF networks
periments here earlier this year for highof delayed signals. This basically is due
would be more complex, and possibly
quality reception in car, or mobile, radios.
to the incorporation of "guard intervals"
less effective, than at VHF because of the
The findings of the tests, some of
between successive symbol periods, the
greater variability of broadband shadowwhich are still ongoing, were released in
paper noted.
arecently finalized BBC engineering re- ing with location.
"An important element in planning is
Noting that when DAB coverage fails, it
to ensure that the guard interval is suffiport.
is "total" as opposed to conventional FM,
The paper noted that the system offers
ciently long to accommodate signals
which tends to be amore graceful degrathe prospect of high spectrum efficiency.
received from neighboring and, in the
dation. "In planning terms, this means
However, optimum system parameters
cause of abnormal propagation, more
that much greater attention would be restill have to be established, some of which
distant transmitters."
are highly dependent on the availability quired to determining the precise position
of coverage limits," the paper stated, "beof spectrum for such aservice.
cause although degradation of quality Other considerations
An appropriate balance also must be
over small areas may be acceptable, acomstruck
between transmitter spacings,
At 531 MHz
plete loss of service is not:'
The tests were conducted on channel
operating frequency, and maximum vehicle speed for which the network is
28, which is at 531 MHz in the U.K. (531
Different from TV
MHz is channel 24 in the U.S.)
planned, the paper maintained.
The assumption made in TV planning
The BBC engineering report, prepared
Transmitter spacing and operating frethat those living in fringe areas will make
by C.P. Bell and J.H. Stott, noted that 531
quency are linked, in that propagation
special efforts to receive adequate signal
MHz is midway between co-sited telefactors dictate adenser transmitter netis, of course, not valid for car radio recepvision transmissions on channels 26 and
work with increasing frequency. "Possition, the writers continued.
30, so particular care had to be taken
bly atenuous inverse relationship also
For conventional planning, in which
with regard to filtering at both transmitholds between transmitter spacing and
overlapping main stations use different
vehicle speed, in that the former tends
ter and receiver.
frequency blocks (and are not required
(continued on page 7)
The maximum radiated power was 140
to carry the same programs), and relays
watts, limited by the need to protect acouse different blocks from their parent
channel and co-polarized television relay
stations, some form of automatic retunsome 60 kilometers to the southwest. The
ing of receivers at coverage limits would
transmitting antenna was 120 meters
above ground, and comprised four tiers of seem essential.

by Alan Carter

QUINCY, III. Broadcast Electronics President Lawrence J. Cervon has named former Glenayre
Electronics VP John J. Nevin as BE's
new Chief Executive Officer (CEO).
Nevin replaces company sales
VP Curtis Kring, who was interim
acting CEO.
Nevin has worked in the electronics and telecommunication industries for more
than 30 years. He
previously
served as senior
VP/GM
of
Glenayre Electronics, Ltd., and
president/CEO of
Plexsys Corp.
Nevin also has
worked for Quintron Corp., Celwave Corp. and
Phelps Dodge Corp. as well as
several overseas companies.
Cervon will remain as BE president. He will focus his efforts on
long-term planning for BE and its
parent company, Cirrus Technologies, Inc.
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Nightmare in Copyland, Part II
by Judith Gross

puter and play it back at full frequency
on your digital gear.
FALLS CHURCH, Va. Ah, those silly
The RIAA folks are steamed because
recording industry folks. They aren't how does the artist get his or her
really trying to stop anew technology,
cut from this? They say it violates
or are they?
copyrights, or "performance rights."
Recording industry reps were out in
The Copyright office doesn't have
force, as far as filing comments on a the clout to make and enforce regunon-FCC inquiry into DAB. They made lations about these kinds of things.
it plain that they consider digital a So the RIAA wants to see Congress
much greater threat than analog ever get involved in the controversy.
was, as far as home recording is
They want to force services that
concerned.
broadcast or cablecast music digitally to transmit all subcode information and they want to limit the
number of selections from one artist
or album that can be played in aspecified time period.
That first idea, the one about the
subcodes, is a little scary, because
such data could eventually be used
to begin some sort of forced royalty
system, although the recording reps say
they aren't asking for that.
The Recording Industry Association
They also aren't going as far to
of America (RIAA), among others,
ask for encryption of digital matertook the opportunity of the Copyright ial. Ithink that would be a little farOffice's inquiry into DAB to out- fetched even for them. And somehow,
line a number of horror fantasies they gotta realize that legislation
concerning what might happen when prohibiting the playing of multiple
digital radio becomes a reality.
artist/album cuts would be aviolation
Say your favorite radio station goes of astation's right to program its own
digital, with a CD-quality signal,
format.
and you happen to own a digital
So what do they really want? Ithink
recorder and some interface between you can almost guess this one. Let
the receiver and the recorder. The somebody suggest a new system of
station plays the new Madonna CD in financial compensation for the artists
its entirety, you hit the button and,
and let's see if they turn it down.
bingo: instant perfect copy!
That's right. Moola. Greenbacks.
Or how about the cable music Lettuce. Cabbage. Shekels. Rubles.
services? One is already offering a Pesos. OK, you get the idea.
"user friendly" recording hook-up
***
when you sign on.
Well. Something BIG is definitely
OK, so you don't have a suitable
on the agenda down in Naples, Flordigital recorder. I mean, recordable
ida where the NAB Board will be
CDs are aways off and DAT, well, DAT meeting next week.
is tape. How about a direct-to-comGeez, here it is, all snowy and
puter digital audio recording? The
slushy in Washington, D.C., and youse
cable services might offer such adeal.
guys have to choose abalmy, tropical
So might your radio station of the
spot with an abundance of golf courses
future.
to meet.
You simply download the latest
Anyway, the topic will be DAB,
CD from your modem to your corn- and what's going on is so hot, that

all lips have been zippered at NAB until the meeting takes place. It's so hot,
in fact, that just prior to the meeting,
NAB has invited CEOs of radio broadcast companies to a special, hushhush meeting to reveal its DAB
policy.
What's being rumored is that NAB
will try to become the licensor of the
European Eureka 147 DAB system.
Can't tell you yet if that is indeed what's
being proposed, but let's hypothesize
that it is. If it all falls into place, anyone interested in using the Eureka 147
DAB technology would have to go

Take me back to the birth of commercial radio.

through NAB first.
Kind of mind-boggling, isn't it? Stay
tuned and we'll keep you posted.
It would be real interesting if the
whole DAB question boiled down to
abattle royal between Eureka and the
Standford Telecom/Satellite CD plans.
Ialready see the "battle lines being
drawn;' as Steven Stills said way back
in his Buffalo Springfield days. (OK, so
I'm pinpointing my age. SC&POI: Sixties Child and Proud Of It.)

Speaking of DAB, now that those
commenting on the WARC spectrum
planning have pretty much ruled out
the higher power slices of bandwidth,
say around 2400 MHz, because of
higher power requirements and all,
there's another reason it's not a good
idea.
Microwave ovens. Yes. You find them
at the center of 2450 MHz. If WARC
were to allocate DAB spectrum up
there, all those happy homemakers
would have no place to burn the rump
roast.
Could you just imagine the confusion? "Honey, was that the new Tiffany
release or did your souffle just fall?"
But don't worry, nobody really wants
to put DAB up that high so go ahead,
pop some Orville Rickenbadcer for me.
* * *
Oh, yes, and I'm remiss in an important anniversary that Ilet slip by. Iwas
doing some research into radio's history, and Iplum forgot that on November 2 just past, KDKA in Pittsburgh
turned 70.
The nation's first commercially
licensed station went on the air on that
date in 1920 from the roof of the KBuilding of the Westinghouse Electric
Manufacturing Company's east Pittsburgh plant with a power of 50 watts
and a horizontal wire antenna.
Well, the building itself is still there,
but not much else from that first day
is. No matter, the Pittsburgh Antique
Radio Society recreated the original
10x10 shack complete with a replica
of the original transmitter, kindly
loaned by the Smithsonian Museum.
Leo Rosenberg was the voice of
KDKA on that historic evening and in
the picture son Warren celebrates the
anniversary with the antique gear.
The Roaring '20s, huh? All that's
missing is the Charleston and bathtub
gin.
Heard ajuicy tidbit? Spill your guts to
Earwaves by faxing 1G at 703-998-2966,
writing to PO Box 1214, Falls Church VA
22041, or calling 703-998-7600. Who
knows, you could win acoveted RW mug

1
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Some say that achoice not to decide is still achoice. But, applied to the realities
of policy-making, choosing not to decide—read: deregulation—is not always the

If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send aletter to Readers' Forum

(Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.

RNI talks back
Dear RW,
Iam concerned about some misinformation and questionable conclusions
published in your paper's article "FCC's
Mansbach Scuttles Pirates" (
RW, December 12).
The article would lead your readers to
believe that Judah Mansbach was in
charge of the FCC 1987 raid against the
radioship MV Sarah. The raid was in fact
led by the head of the FCC's New York
field office, Alex Zimny. Mr. Zimny is the
bureaucrat who, in past years, worked to
see that our organization was denied every broadcast license we applied for in his
office's region.
The article questions the validity of the
Sarah's registry to the country of Honduras. The Sarah was not "dubiously" but
duly registered in Honduras. Had our
registry been invalid, the FCC would have
not had to go through the State Department for permission to board our vessel.
The author then states that "within
minutes" we were hit with arestraining
order enjoining us from broadcasting
from our ship. The fact is, the restraining
order against us was not issued until 15
months after the July, 1987 raid, in October, 1988.
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The legality of the raid, that Mr. Mansbach is so proud to have participated in,
has never been proven in acourt of law.
The charges under which the raid was
conducted were dropped within one
month after the raid without any concessions by the defendants.
The FCC did not have avalid case and
simply wanted to get RNI off the air any
way they could. For this reason, the FCC
raiding party, under the direction of Mr.
army, dismantled and caused damage to
the shipboard radio station while under
the "protective custody" of the U.S. Coast
Guard.
One statement by Mr. Mansbach is accurate. If RNI had been allowed to continue, we would have been successful.
Radio New York International returned
to the air Sunday nights on 7520 kHz
shortwave via WWCR, Nashville, Tenn.,
in September, 1990. To date, every advertiser we have signed has renewed with us
because, they tell us, advertising on RNI
gets them results.
This demonstrates the public's desire for
programming that the FCC's selected
licensees don't see fit to provide. The FCC
should spend the taxpayers' money to improve the technical state of radio and the
responsiveness of its licensed broadcasters, rather than wasting it on egotistical pseudo-police actions to try and justify
its bureaucratic existence.
If it did so, FM radio would not be so
stagnant; AM radio would not be dying;
shortwave radio would be more developed and the public would be much bet-
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Engineer-commissioner explained
Dear RW,
This is in regard to your Nov. 21, 1990
RW editorial, "More Say, Not Laws," opposing the Society of Broadcast Engineers,
Inc. (SBE) proposal to require that at least
one FCC commissioner be an engineer.
While Icertainly respect RW's absolute
right to voice its opinion, Iwas disappointed that it was not an informed opin-

best approach.
This was proved recently in an FCC decision to return to astricter payment policy
for withdrawal of petitions to deny in comparative renewal hearings. Prior to the
deregulatory Commissions of Mark Fowler and Dennis Patrick, the FCC held such
payments to no more than the expenses incurred in filing the petitions.
Unfortunately, after deregulation, allegations of abuse of process became
frequent—many believed that unscrupulous parties were filing petitions to deny
simply to be paid for withdrawing them. Such charges ultimately led the Commission to step in again with its recent ruling.
What has taken place in comparative renewal underscores the need for periodic
re-evaluation of deregulated FCC issues—for
technical, as well as non-technical matters.
After all, if the effects of deregulation went
too far in anon-technical area like comparative renewal, then some of the technical matters from which the FCC has tried to distance
itself may likewise have gone too far.
Areas in which more, rather than less,

Choosing
Action

Commission involvement may have been helpful are obvious. AM stereo, for example, has floundered because of the FCC's willingness to let the marketplace decide.
The elimination of First and Third Class Radio-Telephone Operator licenses as
arequirement for operating abroadcast station also is acause for concern. Although
the FCC requires adesignated chief operator (DCO) for each facility, these DCOs
do not need to have any technical background.
While this situation may seem to benefit the station owner, aDCO can put a
station's license in jeopardy by interpreting the rules without atechnical experience
base from which to draw.
This is not to advocate the re-regulation of any area of the broadcast industry
in particular. Nor is it arecommendation for big government. But times change,
and decisions need to be re-examined as to whether they continue to act in the
best interest of the greatest number.
The Commission ought to continue to re-evaluate its deregulatory decisions
when the result wasn't as planned. And, as it has in the case of comparative
renewal, let's hope it will re-regulate when necessary.
come to the distressing conclusion that
RW printed an editorial opposing aproposal that it had not even read.
Your editorial went on to question
whether it was reasonable to ask Congress
to focus so narrowly on one aspect of the
regulatory scheme. The SBE is not asking
that all FCC commissioners be engineers,
it is only asking that one commissioner be
an engineer. While Iagree with your suggestion that more comments before the
FCC from engineers should occur, such
comments do little good if there is not a
fundamental understanding of the technical issues and trade-offs involved by
those who ultimately must make telecommunications policy decisions.
Since the FCC was created by Congress in 1934, there have been 64 past
and present FCC commissions. Only
eight have been engineers. The last FCC
commissioner with an engineering background was Charles D. Ferris, who
served as chairman from 1977 to 1981.
The other seven "engineer" commissioners all served prior to the mid-1960s.
The SBE finds it ironic that an agency
created primarily as atechnical regulatory agency should have such adearth
of engineering talent at its highest level.
The FCC is mandated to regulate the radio frequency spectrum so as to make
available a "rapid, efficient nation-wide,
and world-wide wire and radio commu-

ion.
Your editorial indicated that one reason
for your opposition was the difficulty in
defining the term "engineer!" You asked
what type of engineer would be required:
"civil; PE; practicing; one skilled in computers, telephone, video, or an infinite
number of other classifications!'
An "engineer" would be defined as one
holding "Senior" or "Fellow" status in any
nationally recognized engineering society,
such as the SBE, The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), the
Society of Cable Television Engineers
(SCTE), the National Association of Radio
and Telecommunications Engineers
(NARTE), the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers (SMPTE), The
National Society of Professional Engineers
(NSPE), etc.; or possessing afour-year or
higher engineering degree from any ABET
accredited school of engineering; or registration as aProfessional Engineer in any
discipline in any state. Ican therefore only

—RW

point three professional assistants, one
or more of whom could be engineers,
only Commissioner Quello has seen fit
to do so. Even if all of the FCC commissioners had engineering assistants, the
SBE believes that anon-technical commissioner may never fully comprehend
technical complexities and trade-offs.
There are numerous regulatory
aspects—economic, legal and, of course,
political—with which FCC commissioners must deal. Yet the basic mission
of the FCC is as atechnical regulatory
agency. The SBE believes that requiring
at least one FCC commissioner to be an
engineer would not unreasonably restrict the appointment prerogatives of

nication
In the 56 years that have passed since
the creation of the FCC, the technical
sophistication and complexity of radio
spectrum regulatory issues have increased tremendously. Yet proceedings
involving technical issues tend to languish when circulated at the commissioner level, in favor of proceedings
which do not require engineering decisions.
Although the Communications Act
gives each commissioner the right to ap-

the president.
There is surely precedent for "allocating" commissioner slots. The Communications Act has always placed alimit
on the number of commissioners who
could be from the same political party.
It is acommon practice to mandate certain qualifications for membership on a
regulatory board or committee. For example, the Judicial Performance Commission in California is required to consist of two justices from the Court of Appeals, two judges from the Superior
Court, one Municipal Court judge, two
practicing attorneys, and two public
members.
In light of the above points, Ihope RW
will reconsider its opposition to the SBE
proposal. An FCC with at least one commissioner as an engineer would foster
the regulatory goal of the most efficient
use of the radio spectrum. Some lawyers
are among the smartest people Iknow,
but even they could use the help of afellow commissioner with the technical
background to understand tomorrow's
technology.
Dane E. Ericksen, SBE board member
Hammett & Edison, Inc.
San Francisco, Calif.
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Fast, fully integrated field
sales assistance.
We're enlarging our team of field sales
experts.
Experienced, familiar people providing
in- person technical advice and consultation on both RF and studio products.

1
A new telemarketing
center for
quicker response.

Fast phone access to every Harris
Allied product.
Everything from basic supplies to
capital equipment.

11)ZeD
Y
OUR RESOURCES
A complete broadcast
technology resource.

1
Comprehensive support.

Keeping you on the air with everything
from a part to a transmitter.

Industry- leading RF products.
Over 5000 audio and studio products
from more than 250 manufacturers.
Satellite systems, used equipment exchange, leasing and other financial
alternatives.

Systems assistance from the simple
to a turnkey — nationwide and
worldwide.

Broadcast Tech — the industry's only
facility dedicated to training tomorrow's technical personnel.

Starting this January, Harris Allied leads the way with more
people, more products, more support than any other source in
broadcasting. Come — take the lead with us.

M HAS
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EQUIPMENT

With expanded staff and services . . . our lead keeps on growing!

800-622-0022
FAX 317-962-8961
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HARRIS RF PRODUCTS •
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Using a Technical Consultant
Established broadcast facilities can also

by Steve Crowley
WASHINGTON Broadcasters can go
for years without using the services of
atechnical consultant, especially when
there are no major changes made to their
facilities. A consultant, however, can
provide many valuable services that
complement those of the station's own
engineering staff.
Some technical problems are not part
of the day-to-day experience of the station engineer. These can include the
selection of frequencies and the development of allocation plans for new corrununi
ca tion sservices—either in one city or
across an entire country.
A technical consultant can also provide an unbiased, independent technical opinion. For example, though an
equipment manufacturer may be
responsible for the design and installation of abroadcast facility, atechnical
consultant can review the manufacturer's plans for completeness and

benefit from a technical consultant's
services. The consultant can help with
training of technical personnel and the
development of operational an d maintenance procedures. Inspections can be
conducted to assess the condition of
equipment and compliance with government rules.
An existing broadcasting facility may
develop new problems with coverage or
interference. Coverage problems can
mean an antenna breakdown. Interference problems can be caused by t
ransmitter malfunction or anew radio service in your coverage area. Because of his
or her experience, the technical consultant may have experienced the same
type of problem before.
Experience preferred
Once it has been decided to seek the
advice of atechnical consultant, the next
matter is deciding which one. A most

economy.
Sometimes, abroadcaster seeks multiple proposals from several firms. The
technical consultant can help select the
best one by providing an evaluation of
the relative merits of each proposal.
Services rendered
Each communications service has its
own unique considerations, and the
technical consultant you hire should be
experienced in your specific area of concern. Some technical consultant services,
however, are applicable to all communications areas.
Such services include determining the
best areas for transmission facilities, taking into account population and area to
be served as well as the potential to
cause interference to (or receive interference from) other facilities, based on technical and government standards.
In many cases, the technical consultant
can design or specify adirectional antenna system that will provide more efficient coverage by concentrating radiated power toward desired coverage
areas and reducing necessary transmitter power and operating costs.
Directional antennas also can be used
to reduce the potential for interference.
Antenna system design can include radiating elements and feed networks. Combining systems can be designed for all
broadcasting and communications services. Filters can be specified to resolve interference problems.
Of concern to many governments is
human exposure to radio frequency radiation. A technical consultant can predict
exposure levels and establish compliance
with applicable standards. These predictions can be supplemented with actual

important consideration are the quality
of the firm's engineers—their depth and
skill.
The experienced firm should be
knowledgeable with medium frequency,
high frequency, FM, and TV techniques.
With the increasing trend of telecommunications toward the digital domain, the

trial SFN concept than VHF.
Adoption of the SFN principle, the paper stated, for terrestrial DAB will
present certain problems of program distribution throughout the network because of the need for precise synchronization. "Satellite distribution may afford the solution," the writers added.
Among the subjective assessment findings, reception was described as uniformly high, except close to the coverage limit.
The coverage limit appeared to be determined solely by lack of field strength,
according to the paper. The result was expected because previous propagation tests carried out from the site on the same frequency had indicated an
almost complete absence of significant long-delay multipath. The system was
capable of operating satisfactorily in multipath conditions causing in-band
amplitude variations exceeding 20 dB in the RF spectrum.
For information, contact Henry Price, head of engineering information
department at the BBC: telephone, 071-927-5437; FAX: 071-927-5503.

Asmall price to pay
(for real protection)

Isolate, balance and
set levels precisely

formed.
Cost is always an important consideration. A simple comparison of hourly
rates can be misleading. Those firms
with higher hourly rates usually have
the expertise to complete your job at a
lower overall cost. It's the bottom line

CORNER

(continued from page 3)
to be positively correlated with population density, whereas the vehide speeds
are likely to be greater in areas of thin population:'
The writers concluded that the UHF bands are less suitable for the terres-

DISIRIBIJIION
AMPLIFIERS

service in foreign countries. The firm
should also be willing to supply alist of
clients for whom work has been per-

that counts.
Technical consultants will never replace the local engineer. For those uncommon technical problems, however,
the technical consultant can do the best
job at minimum cost.
nn
Steve Crowley is a technical consultant
with the firm of du Treil, Lundin & Rackley, Inc., 1019 19th Street, N.W., Suite 300,
firm should be at the forefront of the
Washington, D.C. He can be reached by tellatest digital technologies including
ephone at 202-223-6700 or by facsimile at
those used in digital audio broadcasting,
high definition television and spread 202-466-2042.
spectrum communications.
The firm should also have adequate facilities to support its work. This includes
technical reports, test equipment, and
computing facilities. If the firm is in another country, it should have arecord of

BBC Studies Eureka
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Protect against dangerous paralleled
feeds, noisy unbalanced loops, poorly
isolated splitters and inaccurate
attenuators.
• 8 or 16 Balanced + 18dBm outputs
• Individual smooth log taper controS
• LED output overdrive indicators
mi Parallel inputs for lx8, 2x8 or 1x16 use
• Short proof outputs
• Triple RFI protection

Air Cooled
Dummy Loads
now in power
ratings of
5kVV, 10k\N,
15kVV, 25kVV,
35kVV, 50kVV,
and 75kVV
with low VSWR
that is stable
under power
with a
frequency range
of 60hz to
240Mhz.
•

QUIET
COMPACT
PORTABLE
•
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O1111111M11
111111111670/
.
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ALTRONIC
RESEARCH
INC.
Ca For ( OMEGRLINE) AF
Coaxial Load Resistors
•

on-site measurements.

WATER AND AIR COOLED
MODELS FROM 5 to 200KVV
•

AROUND THE COUNTRY—
AROUND THE WORLD

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-482- LOAD
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Ticdes,
AST

• New and ReconditionedlGuaranteed •
• Consultation •

c.

gOUIPMENT
Sales

Turnkey Service Total or Partial

Information: (619) 433-5600 • Fax: (619) 433-1590
Orders: (800) 748-5553
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DA208 Dual 1x4 $339
DA416 Quad 1x4 $ 489

crJ

Free Detailed Brochure Available

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED

328 Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA 19044 • ( 215) 443-0330

•

P.O. Box 249
Yel ' vine, AR 72687
(501)449 -4093
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dbx's Cost-Cutting Hiss Reducer
by Ty Ford
BALTIMORE So, you can't afford atotal
digital production environment this year?
Join the club. But even if you could ...
even if every nanosecond of your "house
audio" was pristine beyond belief, you'd
still have to deal with the spectre of
"Nasty-Outside-Source-Audio" (NOSA).
That is, stuff that appears at your door
sounding horrible. Although digitoids
may find it hard to believe, there still are
some programs that are duplicated and
sent out on very bad quality cassettes.
If money were no object, you could ord-

Compare
Audio
Switchers

Compare 360 Systems' AM- 16
switchers to the high-priced alternatives.
You'll find excellent audio quality, a
powerful feature set, and aprice that
won't overpower your budget.
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The AM-16/B is acomplete 16 x16 audio
routing system designed specifically for
small to medium-sized applications. Features include electronically balanced
inputs with adjustable gain, non-volatile
storage of crosspoint connections, abidirectional EIA-485 serial interface, and a
redundant power supply with low-hum
toroidal magnetics. Compare audio quality too, and you'll find specs like a
bandwidth of DC to 50KHz, THD + N
below . 005%, an SNR of 105dB, and
crosstalk of — 99dB!

er the "Computer Enhanced Digital Audio Restoration" (CEDAR) digital noise
reduction and EQ system to go after all the
nasties that came from other less pristine
recording environments. If the full-blown
system price of around $190,000 is abit
pricey for you, join me as Itake the dbx
563X Hiss Reducer on atest spin for this
month's edition of 'Producer's File."
At a list price of $219 for a half-rack
mono unit, the dbx 563X's impact on your
budget will be significantly reduced. Of
course, for that price you can't expect it to
do the same job, but Iwas able to get it to
perform nicely on anumber of hiss reduction jobs. The 563X is a type of singleended noise reduction.

find an acceptable balance between noise
reduction, pumping and high-frequ .ncy
loss. However, the degree of success vith
which the 563X performs has alot to do

PRODUCER
FILE
with the amount of noise in which the
voice is buried. For little to moderate
amounts of tape and circuit hiss, no problem ... but don't expect it to gate airconditioning noise out of astudio mic.

The music test

Because most music is more continuous
Highs scraper
han the spoken word, the noise moduUnlike double-ended systems that use
lation is much less apparent when the dbx
separate encode and decode circuits, the
563X simply "scrapes off" a certain
steno
amount of high-frequency information
based on its ability to detect an audio signal that occurs above aconstant hiss noise
llflfl
563X
floor.
There are two things to keep in mind
THE SILENCER
when using this type of simple noise reduction: The more the signal is buried in
dbx's 563X Hiss Reducer: "The Silencer"
hiss, the harder it is to clean up; the harder
the noise reduction works, the more it re563X is processing voice-over material or by side in the same rack space. Inputs and
moves high-frequency information from
straight music.
output are single-ended unbalanced. The
the signal. At some point in your attempt
Even so, if the music is so poorly
two outputs on the back panel are 0dB
to reduce the hiss, you may find that noise
recorded that it's buried in hiss there's
and —20 dB respectively.
modulation is more objectionable than a only so much that can be done. The 563X
In addition to the back panel 0dB input,
certain amount of constant hiss.
is quite good at minimizing tape hiss and
there's aHi-Z front panel input with a20
This kind of noise modulation is particcircuit noise when you need to bounce
dB gain trim pot for direct connection of
ularly noticeable on spoken-wordonly
analog tracks that were recorded properly
low level instrument pickups and (perish
recordings. Each time aword or phrase is
in the first place.
the thought) Hi-Z mics.
spoken, the detector opens up, allowing
For more real-life adventures with the
the signal to pass, and then closes. If the
In the studio
dbx 563, give me a call. Or call Scott
voice is buried in too much noise, you can
If you've been using MIDI gear in the
Heineman, dbx Product Manager, at
hear both noise and voice when the detecstudio, maybe you've noticed that some
415-351-3500.
tor opens, the "pumping" of noise creatsynthesizers and tone boxes (like my
ed by the spaces between words and
Roland MT-32, for example) can have
Ty Ford is an audio producer/voice talent.
syllables, and finally adiminishing rush
pretty noisy outputs. Even when they're
Reach him by phone at 301-889-6201, via
of hiss after the last word is spoken.
not playing, the innards are still generatMCI mail (#347-6635), or via America OnIn many "voice only" cases Iwas able to
ing low-level audible hash that can be anline (Tford).
111.41.2
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Make an
investment,
not just a
purchase.

419rtii-14

When you acquire aSeries 1cartridge
machine, you'll continue to receive
dividends for years to come — flawless,
dependable operation, outstanding audio
quality and unsurpassed factory support. ITC
equipment is famous for delivering professional performance long after other products
have been tossed on the junk pile. Affordably priced, the Series 1is available from

AM-16/E Expanders add parallel channels, for creating stereo and multi-level
systems.
Patch-It - Software allows fast
onscreen control of crosspoint
connections from aMacintosh
computer.
Call or write to 360 Systems today for a
technical brochure, and discover just how
affordable excellent quality can be.

The Preferred Source.
We offer the finest sales support and
RADIO PRODUCTS DIVISION
customer service in the industry. Personal
service is the foundation of our success.
Find out for yourself. Call Broadcast
Four Oaks, NC 27524
Services/EME for complete information on
the entire line of products from ITC.
FAX 919/934-1537

800/525-1037

MADE IN USA
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AM- 16/R Remote Control Panels provide
multi-station remote capability with
source/destination lock-out.

18740 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, CA 91356
Phone (818) 342-3127 • Fax (818) 342-4372
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AM-16/CR Circuit
Card Remote kits
make it easy to
construct custom
remote panels.

noying and distracting. The dbx 563X did
agreat job of getting rid of the hash without knocking the highs off the music.
If you're airing programs direct from audio cassette, the simple controls of the
563X make it alikely candidate for use in
the air studio. There's only one slide fader
and abypass switch to worry about.
As you adjust the quieting fader, arow
of 12 LEDs shows the frequency response
range of the incoming signal, and how the
amount of quieting affects range.
Incidentally, parts of the 563X remain in
the circuit even when the bypass is
activated. If that makes you nervous,
consider ahard-wire alternative.
Stereo operation, of course, requires
two units and asimple three conductor
1/4-inch TRS jumper cable, but the halfrack size allows you to mount them side
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The Davis Communications Group, Inc.

Adhere to Broadcast Standards.

Every day, all over the world, Delta's full line of products make sure the most important broadcasting standard of all is met—
your total satisfaction.
.41111111111111.1

IMO!
AM Splatter Monitor— Spectrum analyzer
performance at asignificantly reduced price! An
inexpensive means of verifying FCC and NRSC
spectral compliance. This frequency agile instrument
tunes from 1700 kHz down to 450 kHz, with 9or
10 kHz channel spacing. The monitor also measures
incidental phase modulation ( IPM). Designed to be
rack-mounted or operated from avehicle's 12 volt
supply using an optional antenna.

Coaxial Transfer Switches— These 1W'
and 34" motorized four port switches are designed
to switch between antennas, transmitters, or dummy
loads both quickly and efficiently. The switches can
also be operated manually and are fully interlocked.

1
High Power Pulse Reflectometer

C-QUAIVI ® AM Stereo— The Above
Standard Industry Standard is easy to install and
maintain with its modular design and construction.
Offers standard features other manufacturers charge
as options. A sound value, built to last.

RF Ammeters and Sampling Toroids —
Precision toroidal current transformers ( TCTs)
provide stable antenna monitor sampling while
eliminating the problems associated with loops.
TCTs also work well in supplying additional modulation monitor or test sample RF outputs. The transformer coupled ammeter ( TCA) offers stable base or
common point current readings, independent of
modulation. The dual and single scale meters also
provide remote DC outputs.

strong
interfering fields that would destroy time domain
reflectometers are virtually ignored by the PRH-1.
This instrument can handle up to 1,000 watts of
induced power on an intermittent basis as it locates
faults on transmission lines. Provides avisual representation of the transmission or sample line, STL
coax, or antenna, using your oscilloscope.

Low Power RF Ammeters— When every
milliamp of current counts, depend on the accuracy of
the TCA-Jr. This portable RF ammeter is designed to
plug into either aDelta MJ-50 Meter Jack ( pictured
above), or astandard J-plug jack. Two current ranges
are available: 0.2 to 1.0 Ampere, or 0.4 to 2.0
Amperes.

Transmitter Power Controller— Your
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Rotary Variable Inductor— Where long
life and high reliability are required, specify the RVI.
Designed to provide long life, even under continuous
rotation, the RVI is available in either 12 µI-1 or 10 µH
versions ( maximum inductance). Other values by
special order.
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insurance against over- and under-power citations.
Continuously monitors transmitter power levels,
compensating for AC power line sag by adjusting
the transmitter to 100% power.
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RF Receiver/Generator— A rugged, high
output ( 2watts) generator and correlation detector
receiver virtually eliminate false nulls caused by interfering signals. The RG-3A operates from 0.5 to 1.65
MHz, and the expanded range of the RG-4 generates
signals from 100 kHz to 30 MHz.

Digital Controlled Processor— This inexpensive, stereo triband processor boasts user-friendly
controls and an aggressive sound. Mono stations
can take astep toward AM Stereo, at aprice that
won't break the budget.

The Above Standard
Industry Standards.
DELTA ELECTRONICS
Impedance Bridges— At last, ameans of
measuring your impedance under furl ixrwer Both
portable and in-line bridges are available, with a
variety of features, for both AM broadcast and HF
applications. The in-line Common Point Bridge can be
supplied with aTCA RF Ammeter to permit precise
current and impedance measurements.

"Call me, I'm interested." Circle 44.

Delta Electronics, Inc. • 5730 General Washington Dr.
P.O. Box 11268 • Alexandria, VA 22312 • U.S.A.
Telephone: 703-354-3350
FAX: 703-354-0216* Telex: 90-1963
01988— Delta Electronics, Inc. C-QUAM is aregistered
trademark of Motorola, Inc. Manufactured under license from
Motorola, Inc.

AM Antenna Monitors— These are true
ratio monitors which deliver aratio reading without
the need to continually reset the reference tower to
1.000. This simple operation reduces errors by nontechnical personnel and makes tuning an array easier.

"Send me literature." Circle 85.
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Better AM Array Performance
by Tom Osenkowsky
Part II of III
BROOKFIELD, Conn. Basic AM theory tells us that for 100 percent
modulation, equal sideband powers of
25 percent must exist in the upper and
lower sidebands.
For a 1,000 W RF signal, 500 W of
audio power are necessary to produce
100 percent modulation. If the complex
sideband relationships to the carrier
become altered during transmission, distortion in the received signal will occur.

The sideband relationships can be
affected by: the impedance slope of
the tower(s); the phase shift of the
ATU(s); the phase shift of the feeder
line(s); the line phase shifter(s) and
power divider; the common point
matching network; and the transmitter
output network.
If the radiation pattern of a directional antenna changes with frequency,
the sideband relationships will be
disturbed. This is because the amount
of carrier versus audio will be different
at each sideband than it was at carrier.
For example, if a certain pattern

THERE'S A LOT OF TALK ABOUT
MIC PROCESSORS...
HERE'S THE ONE MOST PEOPLE ARE
LISTENING TO!
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For over 4 years the Valley Model 400 has been an industry favorite.
Here's why:
• Ultra low noise, low distortion discrete mic preamp
• 3- Band Equalizer specially contoured for spoken word
• Post ED patch- point for additional processing effects
• Exclusive use of the patented Valley TA- 101 VGA as the
central audio processing block
• Proprietary Linear Integration Detection Compressor
processes the voice for consistent level control without
compromise to the on-air personality's delivery
• Complementary interactive Expander eliminates background noise
• Effective De-essing for both " normal" and " heavy" sibilance
problems

minima produces 5mV/m at amonitor
point at a 1,000 kHz carrier frequency
and the minima changes to 2.5 mV/m
at 990 kHz and 7.5 mV/m at 1010 kHz,
distortion will result. This effect is
commonly heard while driving through
nulls of a DA station.
An optimally adjusted array will have
a "graceful degradation" of its signal
and not a tearing, screeching sound
when passing through anull area. This
is why pattern bandwidth is an important consideration.
Sideband symmetry
Over the years, numerous presentations have been made regarding bandwidth of non-d antenna systems. Many
have described the technique of "line
stretching" to achieve symmetrical
sidebands. The one and only correct
location for sideband symmetry is at
the final amplifier. This would be the
plate of the final amplifier tube(s) or
at the RF transistor combiner common
point bus.
Ordinarily, there is an output network between the RF amplifier(s) and
the transmitter output terminals. The
phase shift of this network must be
considered.
Symmetrical sideband
response at the ATU terminals or
transmitter output terminals may
result in a very poor load to the final
amplifier(s).
Most older plate modulated transmitters have a — 225 degree output
network. Harris MW, SX and Gates
transmitters also have a —225 degree
output network (- 45 degree Smith
Chart phase rotation). Nautel and Continental transmitters have different output networks that change design with
power level.
The — 225 degree network provides
optimum isolation between plate tuning and plate loading. For a —225
degree network, the transmitter antenna terminals should see either aperfect load (constant 50+j0) or one that

has higher resistance at the upper sideband, lower resistance at the lower sideband and capacitive (—j) reactance at
each sideband.
A non-directional station can be
analyzed for proper bandwidth rather
easily. The transmitter is modulated 50
percent with a 10 kHz sinewave.
Choose asuitable monitor point about
one mile or so from the antenna. Be
sure there are no obstructions to the
reading. Verify this by rotating your FIM
360 degrees. There should be at least
a 20 dB maximum-to-minimum field
intensity ratio.
Measure and record the carrier frequency field intensity. Next, measure
and record each 10 kHz sideband field
intensity. A properly adjusted system
will exhibit symmetrical sidebands
equal to one-quarter of the carrier field
intensity. If, for example, the carrier
field intensity measured 10 mV/m, each
sideband should read 2.5 mV/m.
Impedance symmetry
If this was not the case, some iteration of the coupling unit design is
necessary. Remember, we are not so
concerned with sideband symmetry at
the ATU input terminals or at the
transmitter antenna terminals. We must
concern ourselves with impedance symmetry at the final amplifier inside the
transmitter.
A DA system is not so readily analyzed. Improper sideband relationships
can be caused by shifting of the pattern size and shape as well as improper
symmetry at the final amplifier.
The pattern bandwidth of a DA system can be checked using an RF oscillator. Substitute the transmitter's RF
oscillator with avariable frequency RF
signal source. Run the transmitter with
as little power as necessary to obtain
a reading of 100 percent loop current
as displayed on the antenna monitor
with the reference tower selected and
(continued on page 12)

Reduce Bandwidth 75%
for Digital Audio
Transmission

• Easy-to-read LED gain reduction meter
• Switch selectable input/output VU metering with adjustable
reference level
• Variable output gain control
• Switch selectable mic/line output level
• It's backed by Valley's 21-year record of customer satisfaction
• In stock at Harris Allied

1—IARRIS
LI—IED
BROADCAST
FAX 317-962-8961

EQUIPMENT

800-622-0022

IN CANADA 800-268-3817

With expanded staff and services. . . our lead keeps on growing!

HARRIS ALLIED

MiliaSIMEOSIN
Intraplex PT/PR-150 modules use
16-bit coding and compression
agorithm to transform 15 kHz audio into
128 kb/s bandwidth; 7.5 kHz into 64 kb/s.
• 4:1 bandwidth compression
•Selectable bandwidths 15 & 7.5 kHz
•Two circuits per module stereo or
monaural operation
•Remote programability
•Plug-in modules for use with
Intraplex Multiplexers.

Intraplex

Intraplex. Incorporated, 80Taylor Street, Lnleton, MA 01460-3427
TEL (508) 486-3722 FAX (508) 486-0709
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"Call me, I'm interested." Circle 39.

"Send me literature." Circle 58.
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1EL/rape's mast irlincnrativre aludici test
equipment is the newest in tile

The Neutrik TT402A Audio and
Transmission Test System.
A standard among European broadcasters.
Capable of delivering avast array of audio
test data via finger tip front panel buttons
or through user-friendly computer software.
Options available put this instrument at the
top of the class.

The value packed 3000 Audiograph
Modular System.
Capable of awide variety of audio
measurement tests for broadcast,
manufacturing or studio applications. Hard
copy results are provided by the 3000
Audiograph's precision chart recorder. Over
2500 units in use world-wide, everyday.

Introducing the new Al Audio Test System.
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the Al audio test system is the only instrument providing the capabilities
of 7separate pieces of equipment: sweep generator, level frequency, cross
talk, noise, distortion, wow and flutter, curve tracer and an audio
measurement oscilloscope. Communication and hard copy available
through RS232 interface or centronics port. Accuracy and reliability that is
portable for the audio lab, broadcast, manufacturing, service and studio user.

Meet your audio testing needs
High quality Neutrik test systems are
serviced in the United States and backed
with a 1year warranty.

accurately and in budget with Neutrik.

rwr &Jr

ier

CONNECTORS
AUDIO TEST SYSTEMS

INFOMATIC SYSTEMS

Neutrik AG • Im alten Riel. 34 • FL-9494 SCIIAAN • Furst en turn Liechtenstein • 011-41-75-29666
Neutrik USA, Inc. • 195-S3 Lehigh Ave. • Lakewood, NJ 08701 • Phone: 908-901-9488 • FAX: 908-901-9608
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Enhancing Your AM
Antenna Operation
(continued from page 10)
increase the sensitivity pot on the
antenna monitor.
Record the antenna monitor values at
carrier frequency. Next, move the oscillator frequency to ± 10 kHz and record the
antenna monitor readings for each sideband. Good pattern bandwidth is evidenced by minimal change in ratio/phase
angle with change in frequency.
If the pattern and/or impedance bandwidth tests did not meet your expectations, it's time to consider what options
are available to ensure optimum signal
delivery to your audience. For those who
are serious about attaining the optimum
reception in the field, aphasor redesign
may be in order.
Careful choice of system phasing and
proper selection of matching networks
can yield excellent bandwidth. System
phasing refers to the amount of phase
shift present in the selected reference
tower compared to the common feed
point.
Infinite combinations
Since there exists an infinite number
of combinations of system phasing, there
usually will be only one choice that will
produce anear constant pattern shape
and fairly uniform impedance charac-

teristic across the bandpass. A relative
phase close or equal to an odd multiple
of 90 degrees for the highest power
tower in the array often can yield the
best results.
In addition, the design of the power
divider and choice of ATU design can
provide optimum performance.
There is often atemptation to effect a
cure for an ailing DA by readjusting the
various system arms to produce avalue
of 50+j0 at the transmission line and
phase shifter input terminals. In some
instances, an intentional mismatch can
produce acceptable results while
eliminating some phasor components.
If the system phasing is not of an optimum value, retuning for 50+j0 can
yield disappointing results. In one instance, athree tower dog-leg array was
modeled using — 100 degrees of reference phasing as opposed to — 90
degrees. The — 100 degree value
produced ± 10 kHz feedline VSWR
values for tower one and tower three of
84.1:1 and 14.7:1 respectively. The —90
degree value produced 1.65:1 and 1.89:1
respectively.
As apractical matter, one of the downfalls Ihave witnessed in numerous instances is power divider misadjustment.
Under normal conditions, the reference

Problem Checklist for AM Antennas
Having problems with your non-d and DA arrays?
Here are some things to look for:
Poor or non-existent ground strap between ATU cabinet, main ground
base ring, phasor and transmitter. Do not depend on transmission line
outer sheath for grounding.
Older phasor design not considering power divider phase shifts and
inaccurate driving point impedence predictions.
No attention paid to optimizing array phase distribution for best
pattern/impedence bandwidth.
Symmetrical arrays not pattern moded to take advantage of optimum
power distribution and driving point resistances.
Impedence broadbanding attempt places symmetrical load at common
point or transmitter output and not at final amplifier.
Improper power divider design or adjustment.

V

Mismatched transmission lines due to improper adjustments and
unoptimized phasing. 70 Ohm lines replaced with 50 Ohm lines or RG/6
lines replaced with hardline (different velocity factors) without network
redesign.
High L-C ratios used in networks to ease adjustability, resulting in high Q
which can impair bandwidth and stability.

V

Antenna monitor configured for older 70 Ohm sample line when 50 ohm
line is presently in use.

V

On some occasions, toroid transformers have had leads internally
reversed resulting in 180 degree phase error.
Ganged phase shifter arms wired out of phase.

V

Uncalibrated FIM or switch in LOG position.

V

Wrong ATU placed at tower base during initial installation.
Use of compensation networks in DA ATUs. This practice results in very
flat impedence loads, but extremely poor pattern bandwidth and unacceptably high IQM for ATM stereo.

tower (highest power) does not require
apower control. The exception here is
where the next lowest power tower is
close to the reference power.
Especially in shunt (Ohm's Law) divid-

III

DETAILED FM INTERFERENCE

TTC's Leading Edge
Technology Gives You:
• Easy Fast Installation
•Constant Power Output
• Low Maintenance
•Virtually No Down Time
•Low Power Costs
•One of the Best Speced
Exciters in Radio

STUDY AND 3ARC SECOND
(DMA) TERRAIN DATA
•Invaluable For Short-Spaced FM Stations
• Determines Interference Received
And Generated
• Directional Antennas Considered
•Examines 360 Radials Using 3-Sec or
30-Sec Terrain Data
• Retrieves All Potential Interfering
Facilities
•Compares Protected Contours of
Proposed and Conflicting Facilitie•Computes Allowed ERP & Signal Strength
For Each Radial Azimuth
For further information, please call the Sale ,
Department at (800) 368-5754 or
(301)652-8822 in the Washington, DC ared

The TTC FMS Line— Products that give you years of trouble- free,
crystal-clear signal, and is available in lkW to 8kW models

11811mi:441d
A Service of OW, Inc

P.O. Box 30730, Bethesda, Maryland 20814
FAX ( 301) 656-5341
(301) 652-8822
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ers, moving the reference tower down towards ground can drag the common
point resistance down to the single
digits.
An array's signature
Be advised that each array has its own
"signature" that is unique unto itself,
presenting the designer with adifferent
set of criteria than any other. Techniques
such as compensation circuits, split
power division, load shunting, traps,
multiplexing, phantom networks and
voltage-fed loads have not been addressed due to the limited scope of this
paper. A variety of networks and feed
methods can be used to treat even the
most severe arrays.
It's important to understand that there
is more to agood antenna system than
just matched transmission lines. Every
component from the signal generation
point (final amplifier plate) to the radiator(s) plays a very important role in
how well the signal is demodulated at
the receiver.
Proper design and maintenance considerations may yield dramatic results
compared to arbitrarily tuned systems.
Certain physical constraints (element
spacing, orientation, height) may limit
the engineer's ability to fully realize an
optimum transmission facility.
In Part III, we will examine an actual
design to illustrate the points raised.
u
Tom Osenkcrwsky is CE at WLAD and an
occasional contributor to RW.

MDR DIRECT.
LOWER PRICES!
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Now you can get Studer quality at prices well below that of the competition. All Studer
Professional products incliuding the famous A807 range are now available directly from
Studer at savings of up to 30%. Never before have Studer products been so eFordable.
Don't compromise. Buy directly from Studer at prices that won't blcw your budget.

A807
A730
A727
A730 CD Player

2-Track with Overbridge
Normal Speed 33/4, 71/2, 15 ips.

Professional Tabletop CD Player

Simply the most versatile CD player for producion and studio use.
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A729 Multi CD System Controller
A72 1ProfessioTnhea l d(mountCassre Deck $ 1 995
Professional FM Monitor Tuner $ 1 9
,
5
Programs and controls muliple CD players from remote locations.
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For off air monitoring and remote re-broadcasting.
rro Control port.)
(Includes MPX output and RS 232 Rete
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A764 FM Monitor Tuner
with/MPX output

A68
2706

995

Professional Studio Power Amplifier
Superior Studer sound at 2x100 watts RMS.

Professional Broadcast Monitor

Ahighly accurate 3-way monitor designed for the digital audio era.

'High Speed, Rackmount, & TC versions slightly higher. Floor console not included.

MasterCard and VISA Accepted.

For Ordering & Sales Information Only

8001176•3833
Fax: 615-256-7619

STUDER R ÉVOX
Studer Revox America, Inc. • 1425 Elm Hill Pike • Nashville, TN 37210 • Tel: 615/254-5651
New York 212/255-4462 • Los Angeles 818[780-4234
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The New Dynamax® CTR90 Series
Sounds as good as CD on the air

W

ith a -81 dB signal to noise ratio, the new
Dynamax CTR90 Series is the best piece of equipment that we have ever built. And, we're convinced,
the best cartridge machine ever built. What's more,
the CTR90 Series outperforms other elements of
the broadcast chain, including typical STLs, exciters, transmitters, and even the best audiophile
quality receivers.
In addition to Dolby HX ProTm Headroom Extension and DNR® Dynamic Noise Reduction, the
CTR90 Series provides many useful features including Extended Scale VU/PPM Metering, aReal
Time Minutes & Seconds Timer, Active Balianced

Inputs & Outputs, and both XLR and "D" type
Input/Output Connectors. All models are ruggedly
constructed to Dynamax standards, with toroidal
transformer based powering, constant current solenoid drive, DC/PLL motor control, and an improved
high stability Head Bridge with non-interactive
adjustments.
And, believe it or not, the new and fully loaded
Dynamax CTR90 Series is about the same price as
our CTR10 Series, the most widely accepted cartridge machine worldwide for the past 4years. So,
if you want top value, and cartridge performance
comparable to CD, try the Dynamax CTR90.

Call your Dynamax Dealer or Fidelipac for acomplete CTR90 Series brochure.

Fidelipac Corporation

n P.O.

Box 808 CI Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A. E TEL 609-235-3900 E FAX 609-235-7779E1 TELEX 710-

7-0245

CTR90 Series Signal to Noise Ratio
-81 dB, "A" Weighted, referenced to 250 nWb1m, with DNR active. -70 dB, "A" Weighted, referenced to 250 nWbIni. with DNR inactive.
Dolby HX Pro Headroom Extension originated by Bang & Olufsen and manufactured under license from Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
DNR is aregistered trademark of National Semiconductor Corporation under U.S. Patents 3,678,416 and 3,753,159.
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Understanding RF Amplifiers
Figure 1B is an example of the same
type of RF amplifier employing afieldeffect transistor (FET). FETs are often
used in solid state RF amplifiers because
of their lower "interelectrode capacitance!' This property occurs in all active
devices.
The voltage that builds up between the
collector and emitter of abipolar transistor can make it act as acapacitor when
operating in the radio frequency spectrum. This could cause the device to act
as ashort circuit rather than as adevice
that can amplify asignal.
For many years after the development
of bipolar transistors, vacuum tubes
were used in numerous radio frequency
by Ed Montgomery
amplifier applications. When the FET
was developed, it had characteristics
Part X of XII
similar to vacuum tubes and it soon
replaced the vacuum tube in many apAnnandale, Va. Radio frequency amplications. FETs are often the choice of
plifiers are "frequency selective" in their
RF circuit designers because they offer
high impedance and
Figure 1A.
better dynamic range.
Radio frequency amplifiers can be divided
into the same two
classes as audio amplifiers: small-signal and
large-signal designs.
Small-signal amplifiers
usually operate Class
A while power amplifiers ( large- signal)
operate Class C.
Figure 2is an illustration of a commonemitter RF amplifier.
This design employs transform coupling
Figure 1B.
for signal input and output. T, combined with C, and T2 combined with
C4 created parallel resonant circuits to
handle the radio frequency.
In this design C, and C4 are tunable
permitting the frequency of the amplifier to be adjusted to the desired operating frequency. This could also be accomplished with a tunable coil and a
fixed value for acapacitor.
Figure 3is an illustration of abroadbanded RF amplifier. Section A is the input with resonant circuits acting as a
=. 1
bandpass filter permitting only the
desired frequencies to reach the transisdesign. They are capable of passing a tor. The output is across 12, which adjusts the impedance for the next stage.
specific bandwidth.
A single-tuned bipolar transistor am- Again note that in an RF amplifier, the
input and the output loads are resonant
plifier is illustrated in Figure 1A. To adecircuits, often referred
to as "tank circuits"
when L and C are in
parallel.
In modern transmitters, modulation, or
the encoding of data
on the radio frequency,
is performed at alow
level, in the smallsignal stages. This permits the driver and
power amplifiers to
operate in the highly efgree, this amplifier resembles audio am- ficient class B, C, or even D range, consuming far less electricity for adesired
plifiers previously discussed.
The major difference is in the ampli- power output. To date, many power
fier's load. In this illustration the load amplifiers still require vacuum tubes
consists of the resonant circuit L, and C1. to deliver the radiated power that is
This parallel resonant circuit produces its required.
Figure 4is asimplified illustration of
highest impedance at the radio frequency to be amplified. All other fre- adriver and power amplifier of apulseduration modulation transmitter. Note
quencies will yield alesser output.

This is the tenth in a12-part series called
Amplifier Fundamentals. Northern Virginia Community College will offer 1.2 CELIs
(continuing education units) to registered
students who successfully complete the course
and an examination mailed at its conclusion.
Successful completion of the course and the
final exam will also earn 1.3 professional
credits toward recertification under the maintenance of certification provisions of the SBE
Certification Program. To register, contact the
Director of Continuing Education, Annandale Campus, 8333 Little River Turnpike,
Annandale, Va. 22003, or call 703-323-3159.
The fee for the course is $35.

that the operating voltages are much
higher than those required for transistors. This is because vacuum tubes are
thermionic emission devices requiring a
large voltage potential necessary to make
electrons travel through free space from
the cathode to the plate.
The driver and power amplifier tubes
are also conducting much more current

current for only afew degrees of the sine
wave cycle.
This type of operation is possible
within radio frequency amplifiers because of the resonant circuits used to
tune amplifier inputs and outputs.
Bursts of non-sinusoidal energy injected
into a resonant circuit will be turned
into sine waves at the the circuit's out-

than any single power transistor can
handle. Tetrode tubes are employed to
reduce interelectrode capacitance within
the vacuum tube.
Both tubes are operating in a nonlinear fashion drawing current for only
aportion of their cycle. The power amplifier is described as operating class "D".
This is avery efficient form of operation
with the tube drawing alarge amount of

put. This will be discussed in greater
detail in the next installment.
•
Ed Montgomery currently is an electronics
teacher in the Fairfax County school system.
He has taught broadcast engineering at
Northern Virginia Community College and
worked as broadcast engineer for several radio stations. He can be reached at
703-971-6881.

This news report ran in Radio World
and we received many inquiries.
We're pleased to run it
again:
Silver

Plating Ploy
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by Jim Wenstrom, CE
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Thanks Jim Wenstrom for the

original report and for permission to run it again.
Coll us at the faoory for information— or to order direct. We'll also send you a
brochure on our other product, Conducto-Lube—the silver-based conductive lubricant.

•
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Cool-Amp Conducto-Lube Company
15834 Upper Boones Ferry Road • Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035
1503) 624-6426 • Fax 15031 624-6436
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"Other guys imitate us, but
the originals are still the greatest."

F

irst they tried to copy StereoMaxxim, now
ModMinderTm. Are the engiineers at Moiulation Sciences too inventive for their
own good? It's beginning to look
that way.

Last year the M3dulation Sciences engineering team
did it again—with ModMinder, the first digital
peak modulation measurement device. Again, our
.competitors scoffed. Some even charged
that ModMinder wasn't legal.

StereoMaxx showed program
directors around the country that AM or FV stereo
could sound wider, fuller
bigger. And that an
enhanced stereo image
could be as devastating to the competition • •;,.
as extra loudness.
Our competitors poopoohed the concept
at first, but they've
acknowledged that
StereolVaxx works
flawlessly and does
everything we promised.
How? By introducing
their own imitations.

3

Now, those imitations can't
duplicate StereolVaxx's patented design. So they can't deliver
the ear- grabbing punch and
excitement StereoMaxx adds to
any stereo format, on any kind of
radio. In fact, it's hard to imagine
anything the copy-cats could do that,
StereoMaxx can't do better.

The questions were finally laid
to rest by an FCC Declaratory Ruling affirming
the legality of ModMinder's design and
operating principles.
Today, hundreds of
.stations are using
.ModMinder to get
.
all the modulation
'they're entitled to,
along with the cleanest signal possible.
And once again some
of the same people who
•
tried to destroy ModMinder by spreading
rumors are now trying to
profit from our innovations
by announcing copies of our
product.

StereoMaxx. ModMinder. Two
one- of- a- kind products. Both
available right now, from one
company that really believes in
new ideas—Modulation Sciences.
For more information, call us
toll-free at ( 800) 826-2603.

modulation sciences, inc.
12A World's Fair Drive • Somerset, NJ 08873
Tel 908-302-3090 • Fax 908-302-0206 • Toll Free 800-826-2603
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WYHY Sheds Its '70s Image
by Dee Mc\tricker
NASHVILLE, Tenn. Until recently,
Nashville's WYHY-FM appeared to be
caught in a70s time warp. Although it
was broadcasting the contemporary hits of
the '90s, its facility of wall-to-wall shag carpeting gave off another image.
The building's shoddy construction,

reasoned that a U-shaped layout was
poor use of the studio's space. After experimenting with several layouts, Adkins
came across aunique design that he has
since fitted for one of the two production
studios as well.
"Basically, it's shaped like a 'J," he said.
"As you walk into each one of these studios, you're looking at the console setting
at an angle to the room.
The candy-cane layout,
with long cabinetry
parallel to the studio's
wall and wrap-around
cabinetry that curls to
the center of the room
from an adjacent wall,
offers easy reach to all
studio gear."
Because the facility
once was occupied by
an AM station with
newsbooths feeding
its two news studios,
WYHY's on-air studio and one production
studio have small adjoining rooms. One
became an office for the
station's production
director and the other
was retrofitted into a
mini programming/conference room for the onair studio.

hastily built in six months in 1973, was also
dampening spirits at the station. Said
WYHY's Chief Engineer Cameron Adkins,
"There was alot of water damage behind
the walls. Water had been dripping in for
years. The damage was severe. WYHYFM's facility needed more than just afacelift it needed to be completely renovated!"
Originally designed for radio station
WMAK-AM, aCHR legend in the market,
On- air flexibility
the building pre-dated the science of sound
A computer monitor
isolation. In order bring the studios up to
in the on-air studio acts
'90s soundproofing standards, Adkins adas a prompter for anded another layer of drywall and isolated
nouncements
and
The control room
the drywall from the building's concrete.
liners. Mounted from
Bidding renovation was done with
the ceiling for easy viewing and to maxwhat many consider to be amonth's enimize space, the monitor also provides a
gineering budget. Reported Adkins, "We
quick reference of recordings in the stahad $15,000 to $20,000 for renovation of the
tion's cart library.
rooms. We did five rooms with that—and
To open up space even more, Adkins
we did it with basically drywall and acousalso hid non-essential and seldomtic ceiling tiles!"
Next, Adkins tackled the layout of adjusted equipment such as turntables in
WYHY's on-air control room. With a fold-out racks. Especially in the on-air studio, Adkins aimed to keep flexibility and
confined 15 ' x15 ' space to work with, he

expansion an integral part of the design.
Recently, this was put to the test when a
new Otan MX50 reel-to-reel recorder was
added to handle some of the load carried
by the studio's OtaniMX5050 recorders.

SHOWCASE
"The way this furniture was built, 1can
pretty much add another equipment rack
wherever Ineed it—just remove apanel
and have some rack rails put in. The new
MX50 was mounted directly behind the
board operator for secondary traffic
reporting and other recordings that rarely
need editing. This real estate was originally used for the EBS and remote control
gear, which were moved elsewhere in the
building."
With the exception of anew Otan CTM10 cart machine, Adkins elected to employ
existing TIC SP series cart machines in the
studio. His reason: "Since the CD singles

e.

to anew Auditronics 212. In WYHY's eighttrack production studio, he also selected an
Auditronics console.
WYHY's new Auditronics 400 console for
the eight-track was, according to Adkin's
recollection, one of the first boards in the
new model's production run. He is particularly impressed with the console's LED
meter overbridge, and built-in mic EQ.
For CD production, the eight-track was
given an SL-P1200 Technics CD player,
which Adkins modified for balanced output. He also fitted an existing Yamaha Rev
7, Yamaha SPX1000, and Orban graphic
equalizer into the eight-track studio's
cabinetry.
More special effects equipment, such as
an Eventide Harmonizer, are anticipated
in this year's budget. But until that time,
(continued on page 18)
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at Y-107 has aJ-shaped work area.

News and tips you can use
are on line right now. . .

are becoming more prevalent, especially
for our CHR format, we decided to invest
our budget in CD technology.
"The station is currently 80 percent cart
driven, but two new Denon DN-950FA CD
players in the on-air studio are likely to
change that percentage in the coming year!'
Adkins did, however, upgrade the on-air
studio console from aContinental Rock 10

How to size abackup generator...File
#147; UL wire and fire codes...File #489;
Convert dBs to others...File #116; Design
an LTU...File #293; Sentry automation
demo...File # 373; Calculate ERF
(FM)...File #297; All you want to know
about ModMinder ( R)...File #413; and
hundreds of others.
Check our bulletin board menu—by
the time you read this we will have the
Audisk demo for you to download.

Take Me Out To The Ball Game
,

17

Or just take me out. The STLX extender/
console puts you on the air when you're on
the road.
With the STLX, when you leave the studio
you don't leave studio quality behind. The
built-in Comrex Dual-Line frequency
extender with multiband noise reduction will
deliver full program audio on two dial telephone lines—anywhere in the world.
And everything you need is all together in
one professional package. This is astudioquality console that's rugged enough for the
road, with afour-input mixer (Penny & Giles°
faders are standard), complete telephone
interface, full monitor system with talkback,
AGC, PA feed and more. An optional battery
pack is available as well as acustom shipping
case that will stand up to the airlines.
For more information on how Comrex can
help your road games, call or write Comrex
Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
(508) 263-1800. TWX 710-347-1049. FAX
(508) 635-0401.1-800-237-1776.
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MODEM SPECS:
8Bit • No Parity • 1Stop • 300-2400 Baud
No Filtering

Call the Bulletin Board

317-935-0531
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The Splice Is Right
by John Bisset

sensor-even through a metal cover.
Merely finding another location for the
FAIRFAX, Va. Bill Croghan, the CE at
timer solved the problem. Bill reports,
KCEE/KWFM in Tucson, writes how he
however, that the jocks still think he praccame to dread adiscrepancy report that
tices witchcraft. Bill Croghan can be
said, "The ITC 99 is not finding splices
reached at 602-623-7556.
again . . . 7especially since every time he'd
* **
check on it, the machine would find the
Bill's "witchcraft" story reminds me of
splice every time. The problem persisted,
asimilar problem that beset many of us
even after following all of the helpful sugwho serviced MCI reel-to-reel machines.
gestions from ITC customer service.
At some point in time, the machine would
Bill finally came to the point of examining
fail to operate. We worked late into the
carefully everything he was doing. To
night, finally tracing the problem to what
watch the splice go by, he slid the cover we thought was afaulty "tape load" sensor.
back on the top of the machine. At first he
This LED/phototransistor arrangement
thought the cover was somehow causing
would signal to the machine that tape was
the problem, but went on to find the real
properly loaded when the tape passed
culprit.
through its slot, breaking the LED's beam
When he slid the cover back, he also slid
of light. When the tape was in place, the
back adigital timer, which was sitting on
machine was ready to operate.
the cover. The ITC Splice Locator uses a
In our case, however, the tape was in
fixed coil and amagnet attached to the
place, but the machine would not work.
capstan wheel arm that moves slightly
Figuring the photocell assembly was bad,
when the splices go by. This movement
we left the studio. It was late, and we
creates aslight change in voltage in the
decided to order a replacement in the
coil, which is detected by the machine.
morning. As we left, we flipped off the
Experiments soon showed that the timer
studio lights and-Icerchunk-out came the
was putting out enough of a magnetic
familiar "tape's in place, and I'm ready to
field to block the action of the splice
run" sound from the MCI.

Computer Automation
A- Bus Low Cost Data Acquisition and Control
Measuring, Sensing, Switching and Governing.
A- Bus is a system for connecting equipment and sensors to a computer.
From measuring voltage levels, to sensing switch closure, to activating
relays, to controlling position, you can have complete computer control.
A- Bus is designed to help you automate, whether it's an extensive remote
application, or a simple repetitive chore.

When nothing else will do.
Sometimes you're presented with a unique problem, where the normal
solution just doesn't fit. The A- Bus system was designed to be adaptable to
whatever computer you have, expandable beyond your needs, and modular
to fit your project exactly. This was required by a major radio station in San
Francisco. Their remote transmitters were blocked by hills. A- Bus devices
were connected to the repeaters atop the hills. The main studio could test
and adjust the antennas for optimum performance.

The bottom line.
When budgets are tight, it's nice to know that the A- Bus was designed
carefully to keep it affordable. This was very important to a small college
radio station. They couldn't afford an expensive automation system. but
inexperienced announcers required careful supervision to ensure FCC
compliance. With the low-cost A.Bus system installed, the station manager
had more time to spend on important tasks.
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It seemed the photocell had afilter hat
Tim at 303-665-8000, extension 280. Or,
rejected fluorescent or incandescent ight,
you can circle Reader Service 72. Hats off
and through thorough cleaning ovr_r the to lit/Wilkinson for their prompt soluyears, the filter film had dislodged from tion to this problem.
the photocell surface. Without the filter,
* * *
any light would trip the photocellDoes the electrician in you yearn to find
whether it came from the LED or the lights out what's new in electric accessories? If
over the machine.
so, you'll want to get acopy of the Caddy
You can imagine the look on the produc- Fasteners catalog. This pocket-sized booktion director's face as we showed him his let has awide variety of fasteners that can
new remote start controls-alight switch be adapted to hanging rigid coaxial cable
across the room.
or plumbing transfer switches.
* * *
Caddy's Bridle Rings are great for
A few issues back, we were told about training mult cables on their way to
afrequency jitter problem that was nopunch blocks, and their open-end offers
ticed by Ed Burkhardt of Burkhardt Monsuperior performance over plastic wire
itoring Service.
ties since you can add to the bundle at
In that column, ameans of disabling the
any time. The rings come in avariety of
bargraph on one exciter was discussed. Ed
sizes. Caddy Fasteners are manufactured
informed me that ITC Wilkinson offers a by Erico Products Inc., of Solon, Ohio.
free Field Modification Kit to correct the
For acopy of your catalog, circle Reader
center frequency shift in their 8090X FM
Service 106.
Exciter.
le
Tim Geist of Tit's customer service
John Bisset recently left Delta Electronics
department says the modification is very
to concentrate on Multiphase Consulting, a
simple, and involves grounding amodule.
contract engineering company. He can be
The field mod can be obtained by calling
reached at 703-379-1665.

WYHY Gets a New Look
(continued from page 17)

said Adkins, the SPX1000 provides
production with nominal pitch effects
similar to aHarmonizer.
Four-track still in vogue
Four-track production, however, is still
very much in vogue at WYHY. The fourtrack production studio inherited much
of the old, but very functional equipment from the renovation. In addition,
refurbished Studer recorders are in use
as well as a Technics SL-P1200 CD
player.
A testimony to the four-track's usefulness is that it is still in use by the venerable Bumper Morgan, the station's production director and the voice behind liners

for some 100 stations nationwide. Said
Adkins, "This studio has basically become
his baby. He does recordings in this
production room for all those stations
across the country, and they're always impressed by the sonics of it."
Even in retrospect, Adkins claims he
would change very little in his renovation
of WYHY. "Ithink if Idid it again, it would
be very similar to this;' he said. -There are
others who agree. Recently, WYHY-FM's
group owner, Jacor Communications,
modeled another of its stations after
WYHY-FM
Dee McVicker is afree-lance writer and
regular contributor to RW. To inquire about
her writing service, call 602-899-8916.

MORE RADIO PROS ARE T
APING
To THE NTH DEGREE WITH DICSDAT

The radio world is turning to DICSDAT, the one DAT best
suited for airplay. Ultra-consistent tape. Ultra-strong shell.
For ultimate performance even faced with the most...
enthusiastic use.
Call toll-free for information

1-800-DAT-1-DIC.

In New Jersey, 201-224-9344
1.7/L-Delta/

Support.
Alpha Products has produced thousands of systems, and they are being
used by customers all over the world. Our recent customers include KSFO.
KFRC, KBIA, WMJX, WBNX-TV, KETA-TV, and the Sun Radio Network. We
are committed to reliability and customer satisaction; our team of engineers
stands ready to help you with any questions you might have. A.Bus
components are stocked and available for immediate delivery.

A Sampling.

MT

0/CA9r
120X/P

Digital Audio Tape

META'l /44R71CIE TAPE

Relay Card, 8 SPST. 3A @ 120VAC: $ 142. Fast 12- bit AID. 8 analog inputs,
0-5V, 10pS conversion: $ 179. Digital Input, 8 opto isolated: $65. TouchTone decoder: $ 87.
TTL I/O. 24 lines: $ 65.
Also: Latched Input, Serial
Multiplexing, D/A, Clock, Stepper Motor Control, etc.

Call for our Catalog
(800) 221-0916

A ALPHA tToo uacc,3f?
-

242-Q West Avenue, Darien CT 06820 (203) 656-1806 (fax 203 656 0756)
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Rodio World

A Remote from Hell
Dear AZ,
From the look of things, the promotions calendar is set for 1991. Once
again, the most memorable remote of all
time is conspicuously absent: the Mountain Park Remote from Hell. Things have
never been the same since this dropped
off the calendar.
Mountain Park was once a very old
amusement park cut into the side of a
mountain in Holyoke, Mass. It wasn't
flashy or glitzy with singing robots or
space rides, but it did have nearly everything apark could want: midway, Ferris
wheel, bucketride and a magnificent
carousel with agenuine band organ.
Every summer, my old station (Cousin
Brucie's one-time pride & joy WHMPFM) would broadcast live from the park
with a van full of goodies, providing
freebie admissions for the family. Lots of
fun, but under the thin veneer of frivolity and jocularity lurked the dreaded Remote from Hell.
As the ad copy says, "Getting there is
half the fun." By name, it's not hard to
discern the uphill drive it takes to get to
the park. At this time, WHMP's HuMPmobile was one of those zaftig GMC jobbies combining camper, motorhome and
aircraft carrier—about 800 feet long.
Putting acinderblock on the gas pedal
and getting out to push was about the
best way to move the van up the hill to
Mountain Park. Then, this monstrosity
had to be backed into anotch between
the carousel building and the concert
stage. Tight squeeze.
And who thought up the location? The
van against the carousel was agreat idea
for visibility, but hardly a sonicallyacceptable one. When the calliope
picked up the beat, you couldn't hear
talkback on the two-way.
Broadcast lie #255: "We did it last year
and it sounded fine." So how come it
doesn't this year? Up went the Marti antenna (same as last year), aimed right at
our studios (same as last year). They
couldn't hear apeep. Too many mountains in the way. Sacrificing one mic
stand, we climbed the van roof and
hiked the mast an extra eight feet. Noisy
but airable.
By this time, you'd think it'd be getting
a little warm in that van, right? GMC
saw fit to put A/C in the HuMPmobile,
but that meant firing up the old onboard generator which hadn't been
cranked in about ayear's time (cobwebs
on the "start" rockerswitch—always a
giveaway). If we touched the forbidden
button, would we be mercifully awash
in refreshing cooling air?
Not by along shot. Two "choogas," a
"pine and the generator went back to
bed. This meant covertly stealing juice
from the workshop basement under the
carousel house next door. It worked, but
that extension cord was running a bit
warm by the end of the day.

After awhile it was decided the Marti
shot was just too noisy to continue with,
so we sent someone back to the station
for aspool of shielded twist-pair and a
Shure minimixer and we'd finish the day
over aphoneline; we'd sacrifice the Marti's bandwidth but it would resolve the
noise and the PA system's problems.
There was a multiline phone down in
the workshop to wire into, so it would
be abreeze, right?
Enter Mountain Park's #1 mouser: a
ragged, brown, fat old tomcat about the
size of abowling bag, living under the
desk in the workshop. I, with my cat allergies and he with his interest in seeing anew face in the shop ...
Visualize this for amoment: Me under agreasy old wooden desk that's buried under old tools and paperwork
from 1900, trying to take apart a telephone with agarmongulous screwdriver
obviously designed to torque a Ferris
Wheel, as acarousel booms and jangles
overhead, and all the while the world's
least desirable cat is giving me the old
"Hi-Al, love-your-show" rubdown, making me swell up and sneeze just in time
for our next breakaway in 10 minutes.
Lessons learned from this paid debacle: Always test aremote several days in
advance, always carry the right tools,
bring acheapie clip-on phone for emergencies and never, ever trust the phrase,
"It sounded fine last year."
And in this day 'n' age, check ahead
(continued on page 26)
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In By
12
Out By
5
Or We Pay!
You've heard about BSW's speedy response to your
orders and late in the day service. Now we're putting our
money where our mouth is by offering our usual quick
service with aspecial guarantee. Place your order with us
by 12:00 Pacific time (that's 3:00 on the East coast) for
items we have in stock, and we'll ship them out by 5:00
Pacific time that same day or we pay the freight! That's right,
in by 12 out by 5, an all orders, not just rushes. The truth is
BSW can respond to your orders faster than anyone in the
industry, and now you have this guarantee to prove it.
Why wait around for another supplier to take days to
"process" your order. Call BSW and have your products
enroute to you the same day. We provide fast, professional
service, guaranteed.

* Up to 64 Channels of Status,
Control & Metering
* User Programmable Dial Out
Tolerance or Status Alarms on
Six Channels
* FCC Legal
* One Year Warranty
* User Friendly

* COMPLETE 8CHANNEL SYSTEM
STARTS AT LESS THAN $1,400!

BSW

BROADCAST

SUPPLY

WEST

Call Your HE Sales Engineer Today!

A

mE

4HALL

Electronics

America's Full-Time Broadcast Supplier

1-800-426-8434

(804) 974-6466
1305-F Seminole Trail
Charlottesville, VA 22901

ORDERS • INFORMATION • SPECIFICATIONS
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BSW • 7012 27th Street W • Tacoma, WA 98466 • FAX 206-565-8114
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Playing the PC Name Game
by Barry Mishkind

is not that far off.
You've got 10, maybe 20 programs
loaded. Each utilizes anumber of files to
operate. Then there are the hundreds of
files you've created: letters, memos,
spreadsheets, databases, phone lists, etc.
Some users create aseries of menus and
batch files to try to keep on top of their
files. But as the sheer number of files increases, the eight-place alphanumeric titles become somewhat arcane.
For example, everyone has been here:
You're looking for the budget for the new
transmitter—is it under XMBDGT2.WK1
or BUDXMTR3.WK1 or PROMIT4.XLS,
or did you forget to save it in the first

TUCSON, Ariz. My mother hates
coming to my house.
Actually, what frustrates her is my den.
You see, the floor of my den is habitually
covered with piles of papers.
Less afiling system than an effort to
have my most used materials dose at hand,
my den often is useless for entertaining
friends. Sure, Iclean those piles up from
time to time. But it's usually easier to
spread them out where Ican see everything.
The parallel between my filing "system" and your computer's hard disk

NEWS ADVANTAGE!
Stations that cater to news in their market are enjoying rating increases this fall.
Listeners want to know what is going on locally and around the world. Local radio
has no competition in this valuable service. Your station can be part of this public
service with satellite receivers from Harris Allied.

1
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place? And that memo for the DJs? Was it
JOXMEMOIDOC or CRMEM0.890 or
CRMEMO.TX'T?

CONNECTION
Right now, there are approximately
3,500 files on my computer's hard drive.
Ioften need help in wading through this
mess to find an important file.
Fortunately, there are anumber of useful utilities available that can save the day.
Last time out, we considered some programs that can list every file on your drive.
Several of these disk managers will do
everyting from displaying and copying
files to showing you what's in the file, even
compressed files.
Others add to these abilities, locating
specific files you may have trouble locating.
Lotus' Magellan, for example, not only
has the ability to view virtually all your
files in their "native" format, but it can do
a "fuzzy search" of every file on your hard
drive, searching for any word or word pattern you specify.
That way, if you can't remember where
the letter to the consultant is, or even what
his name was, you can find it by searching for aphrase like "proposed transmitter upgrade." Each file with any of those
words in any pattern is listed and displayed for you in afew seconds exactly as

you composed it. That really helps save
those of us with poor memories or arcane
filenames.
Magellan also can excerpt material from
any of the files and build anew file, allowing you to create adocument on the fly
from several sources. It's great for quick
presentations.
Golden Bow has a similar program,
designed primarily to find and edit files,
and includes a built-in text processor.
VCITM even has afeature that allows you to
return to the place you were working
when you ended the last session, agreat
aid in coping with power losses or when
you can't remember where you left off last
Friday.
Of course, there are times when simply
finding files and manipulating them is not
enough. Sometimes you erased afile by
mistake and then discover you need it. Or
you need to repair adirectory after aglitch
or crash has put gibberish on the screen.
While afrightening task at first, there
are several hard disk utilities that can virtually walk you through problems and get
you back up and running quickly. Ready
for some familiar names?
Norton Utilities now in version 5.0,
Mace UtilitiesTM version 1990, and PC
Tools1m version 6.0 are among the best
programs to call upon when your computer seems darkest.
All three will perform many tasks with
simple commands. Norton, though, adds
asecond book to the package, The Norton Utilities Disk Explorer. If you want to
understand what is going on inside the
hard drive, this is a great resource,
(continued on page 22)

7_5kHz Dial up
Audio
CCS' family of digital audio
CODEO boxes gives you
Crystal Clear Digital AudioTM
over switched 56/64kb dial phone lines, ISDN, DSO
fractional Ti or other digital facility. 56kb and 64kb dual
speed capability is available for international service.
Watch for our 15kHz audio on 56kb in December ' 90.

The People Who
Invented
High Performance
Audio Subcarriers

Crystal Clear Digital-Audio 1\1

WEGENER 1800 SERIES

The FeatureLoaded SCPC

MICRODYNE 1100-PCDR(5)
• •

•

•

MICRODYNE 1100-FFC(X1)R(DC)L
Now more than ever, no one gives you more choices in satellite equipment—
or more help making the right choices— than Harris Allied. More people; expanded
resources: That's what we mean by taking the lead.

Fiannis

ALLIED
SATELLITE
FAX 317 962 8961

EQUIPMENT

317-962-8596

(f le CORPORATE COMPUTER SYSTEMS Audio Products

33 West Main Street Holmdel, N.J. 07733

IN CANADA 800-268-6817

2

Phone ( 908)946-3800 FAX ( 908)946-7854

With expanded staff and services. . . our lead keeps on growing!
HARRIS ALLIED

-Call

1991

me, I'm interested. - Circle 11.

-Send

me literature. - Circle 105.
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UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

•
ESL- 1' Eraser/
Splice Locator

DELTA IReproducer, DELTA III Triple- Deck Reproducer,
DELTA IV Record Amplifier

998 Series Recorder/Reproducer

Series 1Reproducer

Whatever your needs or budget,
there's an ITC machine to suit your
requirements. From the world
standard 99B Series, to the popular
Delta Series, to the new and
innovative Series 1. Each built to
ITC's uncompromising standards of
quality and performance.
For more information, contact:
Allied Broadcast Equipment
Audic Broadcast Group
Broadcast Services Company
Broadcast Supply West

800-622-00p
800-999-921
800-525-1°17
800-426-84

In Canada:
Maruno Electronics Ltd. ,.-.--- --:--e416-255-9108
—

Series 1Recorder/Reproducr
'

_

For 21 years, ITC has set the stanckerl.s for cartridgqinaohine quality and performance

provIdinge/éjr500
- machines to broadcasters worldwid
Enteurfátjonaljasetronics Corporation
P.O. Box 241
Bloomington, IL 61702-0241
11
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A Guide to Translator Coverage
by Howard L. Enstrom

ing locations, using a receive antenna
nine meters (30 feet) above ground level.
MOUNT DORA, Fla. With new FM The phenomenon is portrayed by the
translator rules effective March 1, the well-known "F(50,50) curve."
Commission is sure to be swamped with
When wave energy is measured with a
NŒ (non-commercial educational) appli- field strength meter using ahalf-wave test
cations. The same kind of thing will hap- dipole, readings are corrected for factors,
pen after May 1, with the thaw on com- and expressed as volts-per- meter,
mercial translators.
millivolts-per-meter (mV/m) or microIn the new ballgame, rule changes volts-per-meter (µV/m).
chiefly affect permitted coverage, to proFCC rules, under Part 73.333, include
tect full service FM stations from interfer- the F(50,50) FM channels graph chart.
ence, according to their class. Overall, the The chart shows field strength as afuncrules are more liberal toward non- tion of variables, such as radiated power,
commercial service. In order to discuss antenna HAAT and distance. Using the
signal coverage, class contours, and inter- curve information (these days, in acomference, we need to define what we're talk- puter), we determine the distance to
ing about.
points forming a "predicted contour"
Iwon't get into theory of induced wave
If aperfectly circular signal were radienergy across aconductor having alength ated through atmosphere of constant
of one meter. But calculations are based on characteristics over perfectly flat terrain, its
study findings in the 19'70s, led by the Tele- field strength would be the same at every
equidistant compass
point.
If the radiation had a
directional pattern, any
field contour would
have an identical shape.
1 mV/m Predicted Contour
But in practice, field patF(50,50) of Translator
terns may be distorted,
13 km (8.08 mi. from Site)
due
to
elevation
o --, Hanker
changes in terrain over
FM Translator
which
a
signal
traverses.
ERP and antenna
vision Allocations Study Organization height above average terrain (HAAT)
(TASCO). Its recommendations have been along aparticular radial from asite are inadopted by the NBS and FCC.
gredients used to predict the distance to
apoint, used to form asignal contour. Expressed as aservice grade for aprincipal
city, the field is at least 70 dBu (3.16 mV/m,
or 3,160 µV/m). For urban areas, the field
is 60 dBu (1.0 mV/m, or 1,000 µV/m).
In FM service, there is an important
The calculations consider amultiplic- predicted contour called the "protected
ity of measurements of an FM signal's contour" of an authorized station. Specifield intensity, expressed as a median fied contours of other services, including
value, exceeded for at least 50 percent of FM translators, cannot overlap them.
the time at the best 50 percent of receivThe degree of protection entitlement

EDMM
LOWDOWN

hinges on astation's classification. Commercial Bstations' entitlement is 0.5 mV/m,
and commercial Bl's are entitled to 0.7
mV/m. All other dasses are afforded 1.0
mV/m.
Thus far, we've considered contour
levels using F(50,50) curves to predict distances. What's the F(50,10) curve for? The
answer is to figure interference contours more
Figure 2.
than 16 kilometers
(about 10 miles).
Channel
Translator
Let's say, as shown in
Separation
Interference Contour
Figure 1, that acertain
Co-channel
1/10 of
Class Cl FM station in
1st
Adjacency
1/2 of
Kansas operates with
2nd Adjacency
10 times
100 kW ERP and non3rd Adjacency
100 times
directional antenna 980
feet HAAT. Its F(50,50)
predicted 1.0 mV/m contour is 44.7 miles contour level/protected contour level may
out, and is to be protected.
be stated simply, as shown in Figure 2.
Further west across the plains lies the
The rules address TV Channel 6intercommunity of Hankers. People listen to ference protection under Part 74.1205, dealt
the station, but some support aplan to with under part 74.1235. FM translator
add another service with a translator.
coverage is to be discrete, not something
There's a500-foot tower about eight miles attained by throwing more dollars for hardsouthwest of town, and the owner has ware to be heard at greater distances.
OK'd putting up adirectional transmit anThe emphasis belongs on optimum detenna at 325 feet.
sign, to legally radiate maximum energy
Hearing about the new rules, the trans- to illuminate aspecific area—in adirection
lator group wants maximum ERP-250 that does not interfere, and not at ausewatts—because they'd like to reach small lessly high angle toward the upper atcommunities beyond Hankers. However,
mosphere.
there's aproblem.
Sometimes it takes several translators to
While geographically legal to use such do what some think asingle one can do.
ERP and antenna parameters for radiation
a is
of 1mV/m at 8.08 miles, the F(50,10) interHoward L. Enstrom is president of FM
ference curve used for the . 1mV/m conTechnology Associates, Inc. He can be reached
tour shows adistance that overlaps the FM at 904-383-3682, or by FAX: 904-383-4077.
station's protected contour. So radiation
has to be pulled back by reducing translator power output, antenna gain or antenna height.
If asite east of Hankers could be used,
suitable also for receiving the primary station, this problem could be avoided. It's
possible, however, that another one would
(continued from page 20)
be created. So much for co-channel con- explaining many of the esoteric matters
siderations, addressed under Part 74.- that power users can appreciate.
Using the Norton Utilities, you can, for
instance, do alow-level, non-destructive
format. Why is that important? While
you continually read and write files as
you use the computer, the sector markings themselves are not rewritten.
After aperiod of time, the sector markings on the hard drive become weak,
causing read errors. Periodic reformatlibrary the contemporary sound you need while its
ting prevents data loss.
Open Sound' single-ended noise reduction cleans up
Mace Utilities also is aimed at those
hiss and surface noise.
needing assistance in emergencies. In
fact, its reputation initially came from
Strong Medicine
restoring files that users had feared
The Orban 290/e. — three unique processing functions
were lost.
in two independent channels of audio problem solving
Mace's detailed instructions lead you
power. Don't let tired audio undermine your 90's
through the proceedures to recover
sound. Call your faVorite equipment supplier today
from many disasters, and additional
and try out a290/i. You'll be feeling fine in the
reference sections explain many of the
morning!
mysteries of your hard drive.
PC Tools handles many of the same
tasks as Norton Utilities and Mace
Utilities, but as we mentioned last time,
includes a wider range of utilities,
including a text editor and disk
LISTEN TO THE DIFFERENCE.
manager.
adivision of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
One of these packages belongs in your
1525 Alvarado Street
computer "toolbox!' It will pay for itself
San Leandro, California 94577 USA
the first time you restore lost files or preTel 415/351-3500 Fax 415/351-0500
vent downtime from read/write errors.
•
Barry Mishkind is aconsultant and contract engineer in Tucson. He can be reached
at 602-296-3797, or on FidoNet 1:300/11.

Just What the
Doctor Ordered...
You've got abright, contemporary sound that's the envy
of your competitors — but your playlist includes alot of
material from adifferent era — atime when things
sounded great but, well, "dull." On top of that, those
old disks and carts are noisier than your new
equipment, and they aren't getting any quieter!
Not a "generic" prescription
The Orban 290& continuously analyzes your audio and
adds just the correct amount of sparkle and space for
each tune or spot. Used in transfers, it gives your

orbon

Orban and Open Sound are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
Coeright 1991 AKG Acoustics, Inc.

1204(a) of the new rules. But there's
more . . .
FM translators also must protect contours of first, second and third adjacent
channel stations, above and below its frequency. As earlier stated, astation's protected contour is .5, .7or 1mV/m, depending on classification.
Part 74.1214(a) also defines adjacent
channel interference, by tabulation for
classes of stations. For all classes of stations, the ratio of maximum interference
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PCs: What's
In a Name?

Auditronics' new 210 may look like more of the same, but...
Our new 210 radio console looks remarkably similar to our 12-year- industryleading 200 radio console...until you look
beneath the surface. Inside the 210 you'll
find improvements in every section you
can hear and use. From our new lowernoise input preamplifiers to our new
transformerless output modules. From
our new overbridge and broader accesal

auditronicx inc.

sory selection to our standard clock/timer
with sequencer capability that you can
slave to your house system.
All- new modules include an upgraded
telephone interface with direct recorder
output that doesn't require an input
module or third bus. All output modules
are identical full-featured stereo so you
can interchange at will, and you'll need
fewer spares.

Manufacturing innovations throughout
the 210 allow us to deliver Auditronics'
quality at aprice you'll find very attractive. In addition, you get our factorydirect warranty service for the first year,
backed by Auditronics' legendary lifetime
technical support.
Your radio console for the 90s is the
Auditronics 210.

3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, Tennessee 38118 • 901-362-1350
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Introducing

THE WIZARD' from Belar
FM Digital Modulation Analyzer
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Embracing the New
Year's Possibilities WHY
by John Cummuta
DOWNERS GROVE, Ill. Once ayear,
the magical opportunity arrives to bulk
erase the scratches and black marks on
the passing year's performance, and take
our newfound wisdom and experience
into another 12 months of challenges.
I'd like to suggest that, as you consider
how to best use this new year of 1991,
you concentrate on developing three important areas of opportunity: new ideas,
your resources and yourself.

MANAGER
New ideas are the cornerstones of
greatness. History is ripe with people
who catapulted into high levels of success because they came up with agreat
new idea. But many of us erroneously
go through life admiring these people,
thinking that they had enjoyed some
mystical experience that we could never
hope for. That's just not true.
First of all, if you look below the surface of most great ideas, you'll find that
they're not new ideas at all. They're
usually just slight improvements on existing concepts. Or they're frequently the
transposing of acommon idea in one industry into another. The old "Chocolate
and Peanut Butter" combination is a
good example.
Neither chocolate nor peanut butter
was new, but them putting together was
a successful "New" idea.
Sitting around the cracker barrel discussing the issues of life was not new.
Neither was radio broadcasting. But putting them together a few years back
created Talk Radio, and awhole new use
was created for those AM properties that
people were getting concerned about.
Heaven knows how many other great
combinations are waiting to be put together by anyone who lets his or her
mind flow without boundaries. What if
someone sees the dramatic growth of
"Info-mercials" on TV and adapts the
concept to radio? What if someone sees
the growth of cable TV home shopping
and tries the idea on radio as a "Home
Swapping Network?"
The creative two-step
These are just simple ( maybe
goofy ... maybe not) ideas, and Iarrived at them by asimple two-step process: acapability analysis and an application brainstorming session. Sound
complicated? It's not.
Step one is simply an inventorying of
what your medium, company, department, personality, or whatever is capable of doing. What are its strengths? For
example, AM radio. One of its obvious
strengths is its ability to cover alot of real
estate. Nothing that can reach half of the
U.S. could ever be obsolete.
Step two is just letting your mind fly
and seeing how many crazy and not-socrazy ideas it comes up with to use that
capability. Write them all down. Review
them a few days later and watch more
ideas and applications flow.

Try this simple process to develop
ideas for any area of your life. Once you
get started on it, you'll find ideas popping into your conscious mind all times
of the day and night, because your subconscious mind will be chewing on them
24 hours a day.
Develop your resources
Once you have agreat idea to work on,
you'll need the resources required to
pursue the opportunities it will present.
In broadcasting, your resource will fall
into afew predictable categories: money,
equipment, air time, and most importantly, people.
You can develop your financial
resources by doing solid budgeting and
reporting. Let upper management know
that you have sound reasons for every
penny you plan to invest into the station's performance and growth. Then, as
you spend the money, show through
reporting how it is being used compared
to your forecast during the budget planning process.
To see the money resources entrusted
to you grow, you must be accountable.
Authority never comes without responsibility.
Developing your people resources
may ( depending on the size of your
station) be more important than the
money. We all know that a chain is
only as strong as its weakest link, and
your people can either prove to be your
strongest or weakest links. In either
case, it's management's fault. You can
take the credit or the blame, depending on which applies.
To develop your people resource, you
must invest in your people. That does
not necessarily mean money, but it is
tough to get commitment friàm people
who know they are underpaid. So if that
(continued on page 28)
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Settling the Settlement Issue
expenses. Big deal. Where's the incentive to settle if the most you can get is
back to square one?

by Harry Cole
WASHINGTON Our texts today:. Barrett Strong's "Money," The Beatles' "We
Can Work It Out," and Benny and Bobby
Troup's "It's All Over Now." We are talking about settlements and the comparative hearing process.
Historically (that is, up until the early
1980s), the FCC refused to let acompeting applicant profit from the dismissal
of its application. If one applicant was
willing to dismiss in return for payment
from another applicant, the cap on such
payment was the dismissing applicant's
reasonable and prudent out-of-pocket

LAW
Then, in the early days of Reaganism
(or was that Reaganitis?), that pesky little restriction was removed.
The result was aflurry of settlement
activity—some observers estimate that as
many as 80 percent of all comparative
cases over the last few years have ended
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in settlements.
But there was acatch. By removing
settlement caps, the FCC encouraged applicants who really didn't have achance
of winning on the merits of the case to
file anyway. Such applicants figured that
either they could "buy" the permit by
offering all the other applicants big
chunks of money, or they could merge
with other applicants and get apiece of
the permit. Or they themselves could get
paid off with abig chunk of money by
one of the other applicants.
So all of asudden, where you used to
see proceedings with only five or six
competing applicants, you started seeing
comparative proceedings with 20, 30 or
40 applicants.
Then it turned out that afair number
of the applicants appeared to be shams
of one sort or another, seemingly put to-

gether not so much to get abroadcast
station as to shake down bona fide applicants for cash. And, since these cases
tended not to settle until at least the
hearing had cranked up, the Commission still had the administrative burden
of processing the applications and conducting at least the preliminary stages of
hearings.
Sensing that its processes might be being abused, the Commission now has
taken steps to stop those abuses. Those
steps indude not only areturn to the "expenses only" settlement cap, but amore
drastic prohibition against any payments
once the hearing starts. If applicants decide to settle at any time before the actual hearing starts, the most that can be
paid for the dismissal of an application
will be documented out-of-pocket expenses. After the hearing starts, forget
about any reimbursement at all.
Adding further pressure on applicants
is the fact that the Commission has accelerated the date for paying the $6,760
(continued on page 28)

Live from Mountain Park

Single
Source
Systems
Expertise,
Worldwide
Capabilities

(continued from page 19)

of time on phone-in remotes that you're
not connecting up to one of those mutant computer-based muftis that's impossible to connect to (except at the
block); we got stopped in our tracks
once like this an hour before showtime.
For Mountain Park and me, I'll always
remember the highlight of the day: getting stopped at the top of the ferris
wheel and divebombing John Baibak
(our promotions director) with my snowcone. If Dante was right, there's acor-

ner in the netherworld waiting for me
with no A/C, an Eico phono oscillator to
broadcast over and carousel music blasting through awall lined with Crown amplifiers. Down there it's considered eternal punishment.
Up here, it's another day on the job.
Three Pitches for aQuarter,
—Al

Al writes from WLAD/WDAQ Danbury,
'Conn., and invented the word "garmongulous" just for this article. Write and tell
him of your favorite remote tale.

CCA
Evolution.
CCA has delivered more than 3,000
Broadcast Transmitters over the past
25 years. For 25 years our designs
have been refined and improved. The
result is the Evolution of the world's
most perfected, most tested, most
reliable, Radio Transmitter.
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217-222-8290

IN CANADA 800-268-6817

With expanded staff and services. . . our lead keeps on growingi

CCA Electronics, Inc.
P.O. Box 426
Fairburn, GA 30213
(404)964-3530 FAX (404)964-2222
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"Call me, I'm interested." Circle 30.
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In cart machines, everyone has a different preference. Inside those machines, the clear favorite is
Audiopak: The world's #1 selling tape cartridge.
Only bona fide Audiopak carts are loaded with real
Audiopak tape. That's how
"workhorse" A-2s, "stereo"
AA- 3s and "digital- ready"
AA-4s deliver consistency,
reliability and unsurpassed
audio performance— batch
after batch after batch.
And that's why you can
be sure that we'll always
fill your Audiopak order
with the genuine original—
never an imitation.
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For all your needs, everything from carts to consoles to satellite and RF equipment, the leader is
Harris Allied. We're the one source you can call for everything in radio.
And starting this month, we'll be making it even easier for you to get
whatever you need, whether it's supplies, capital equipment, service,
parts—or just some good advice from an experienced field sales
representative. So for great prices and fast delivery on Audiopak carts
(and 5000 more items), just call 800-622- 0022— it's that simple.
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800-622-0022
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We Can Work It Out
(continued from page 26)
hearing fee. That fee has been required
to be paid when the hearing is
designated—nowadays that would be
about two years after the application is
filed.
In other words, you filed your application and didn't have to worry about
paying the ante to sit at the hearing table for some two years, until the game
was about to begin. Under the new
rules, the hearing fee will have to be paid
approximately 30 days after the deadline
for petitions to deny—probably less than

ayear after the application is filed.
As with most things, the Commission's new regime has some good points
and some bad ones. On the plus side,
it may discourage unqualified (or marginally qualified) applicants from filing.
There has been considerable abuse of
the comparative process, with clearly inferior applicants gumming up the works
waiting to get paid off. Reducing (if not
eliminating) the number of such applicants would be useful.
Another arguable plus is that the
elimination of big money settlements

may return the focus of the comparative
process to the applicants' respective
qualifications, and not just their financial statements.
But the new system still suffers some
serious flaws. F'rinstance, by eliminating
all payments once the hearing starts, the
Commission has effectively resigned itself (and its applicants) to prolonged, expensive litigation.
After all, if the new system is effective
in eliminating most of the sham applicants, all that will be left will be serious
contenders, each of whom, presumably,
will have strong qualifications and some
notion that it can and should prevail on
the merits. And once the hearing has
started and no payment at all is possible, each such applicant has no choice
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is aproblem, get it out of the way so you
can get to the important things.
Things like training and proper assignment. Training can be expensive seminars, books, cassettes, night school, or
whatever other continuing education
that enthuses an employee. Of course,
there must be some connection between
the training and the job, but alittle latitude here is appropriate. People respond
well to employers who are willing to
help them improve themselves.
The other important people development tool is proper assignment. Strive
to find out what parts of your department's responsibilities are most interesting to agiven employee and try to put
them to work in that area.
People perform best at things that interest them. It's that simple. Of course
there will be times when such consideration is impossible, but as much as possible try to follow this track as amanager.
Developing yourself
A bright new year is agreat opportunity to make aself-assessment and see
what needs work. Look in two areas:
outside and inside.
Outside means your body. If you need
to finally admit that your feet did not recede backwards, but your stomach
moved outward, try tackling the problem now. They you'll be in fine shape by
swimwear time. Plus you'll have more
self-confidence, you'll be more attractive,
and you'll just have more enthusiasm for
life. It's worth the struggle.
Inside is your mind and your heart. You
can either fill your mind with positive
thoughts and information in 1991, or you
can pollute it with garbage and negative
attitudes. Isubmit that you'll enjoy 1991
alot more if you take the former path.
As far as your heart is concerned, try
the Golden Rule. Treat people the way
you'd like to be treated—regardless of
how different they are from you. You'll
be amazed at how much nicer those
other people will get if you do.

Ineed:

My need is:
D

My intended use is:

but to undertake knock-down, drag-out
litigation in the hope of winning.
This is not to say that there is any easy
answer for this problem (or other similar problems inherent in the new system). Almost certainly, creative applicants and their counsel will study the
new procedures and come up with some
means of softening the harder edges
without defeating the procedures entirely.
In the meantime, the Commission certainly hopes that many applicants currently on file will elect to cut their losses
by dismissing now. Such applicants
probably should take along hard look
at their situation and decide whether it
makes sense to proceed under the new
regime.
u
Harry Cole is apartner in the Washington, D.C.-based law firm of Bechtel & Cole,
Chartered. He can be reached at
202-833-4190.

Zip:

John Cummuta is president of Advanced
Marketing Concepts, Inc., a broadcast
management and marketing consulting finn.
He is also aregular RW columnist. He can
be reached at 708-969-4400.
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YOUR BEST SPORTS BUY

The Sport has been the standard of the
industry since 1977. Over 3000 units
are in use at stations, colleges, and
churches across the world. If it's time
to upgrade or add sports...then
SPORT IV-A.

CALL 413 733-8743
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ATTENTION
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628 Center St. Chicopee, MA 01013

Diversified Communications
Systems now offers complete
engineering services. Let us
solve your problems! Call:

814-756-3053
Diversified Communications Systems
9139 Route 18
Cranesville, PA 16410
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Use astereo cart library ?
Want it to sound better ?
Get on the RIGHTRACK ...
with the Broadcast Devices'
APC 200Audio Phase Corrector!

ANDREW HELI
CABLE
Connectors & Hardware

In Stock.... Ships Next Day!
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Eliminate annoying stereo phasing problems
Electronically align your recorder with each dub
Works with your existing stereo cart machine
Complete cart diagnostics with each dub
Get more mono punch
Improve your stereo image
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Peekskill, NY 10566
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u Scrap Your Cart Machines
u Retire Your Carousels
Digital DJ replaces all your old audio Cart sources with
high quality dekVaudio from acomputer hard disk.
Complete Satellite Systems From $ 250.00 / Mo
Multi-day Satellite programming is a snap. Full Ill.
liner rotation and live assist options. Easy operation.
Eliminate your paper Log. It's all on the screen
including live rotating tags & copy, news and lists.
Traffic & Billing Systems
New LOW Prices!
EZ Log:
Simple Log:
Super Log:

__New
Original
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1,495.00
1,995.00
2,495.00
2,995.00

All Traffic systems iiiityfacr to Digital DJ
Call for 60 page brochure - Our Ilth Year
900+ Stations

The Management
1-800-334-7823 - 1-817-625-9761
P.O. Box 1-36457 Ft. Worth, Tx. 76136
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The firs/complete low-cost Digital Audio
hard disk system for broadcasters

WireReady Newsroom Software

Cable up to 1-5/8", connectors up to 6"
Cable cut to length, pressurized,
connectors attached
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cost charged by wire services and other big system
vendors. ElectionReady, election software and
StormReady, storm cancellation software are also
available as free
options for a
limited time. NO
WEEKLY FEES.
Simple buy-out
price of $549. 24hr
toll- free support
and free upgrades
for $99/yr. GST
has installations all
over the U.S.A. and our customers will testify to
WireReady's ease of use, power, and unparalleled
support. Need a computer? Get everything you
need including WireReady and a complete

COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

computer package for as low as $65/mnth. This is

7812 Red Sky Dr,.
Cmcinnatl, Oh. 45249

half what you probably now pay for in paper and
ribbons.

(800) 833-4459

800-543-8614

Gerstmann Software Technologies
P.o. I3o\ 2356 Framingham, \ I.\ 01701 (508) 820-7284
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MOBILITY, VISIBILITY,
PROFITABILITY ...
with a powerful, compact, fully equipped,
easy to use mobile remote broadcasting
studio, designed for your needs.
VISION MOBILE STUDIOS
VOYAGER RV CENTER, INC.
79 OLD PALATINE ROAD
WHEELING, ILLINOIS 60090
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other

newswires with computers for a fraction of the

• Switches to backup or tertiary stereo audio source when
main audio source loses achannel or is missing
• Switches both outputs to the channel with audio when
one channel is missing from astereo source
• Corrects audio polarity if it is reversed
• User programmed time delays and sequencing
• FULL alarm outputs and total remote control
Ill ON-LINE audio monitoring and stereo audio switching
• Locate at Tranmsitter site for full REDUNDANCY
• Locate at Studio site to monitor studio audio and make
instant corrections for console, cart/tape, or satellite
programming errors.

AND MUCH MORE. . . CALL FOR DETAILS
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TITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES

77 Kreiger Lane

Glastonbury, CT 06033

(203) 633-5472
READER SERVICE NO. 51

Your product or
services ad here
Reach 20,000
Radio World readers

Call
1-800-336-3045
now

BUYERS GUIDE
Test & Monitoring Equipment

KBIG Applauds RIA4000
on-line help is available by simply
pressing the Help button. As you navigate your way through the menus, help
screens describe the changing functions
of the soft keys.

by Dennis J. Martin, Maint. Eng.
KBIG-AM
LOS ANGELES "The audio interpretation tool of the 1990s" is how Sound
Technology describes the RTA-4000
Real-Time Program/Acoustic Analyzer,
the newest addition to its family of
advanced test and measurement equipment.
A featured product at the AES Convention in Los Angeles, the microprocessor-based device uses 31 1/3 octave
filters to analyze the audio spectrum
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

_war
REPORT
Unlike its LED-based counterparts, the
RTA-4000 uses an internal CRT to display
the level in each band over a60 dB range
with aresolution of 0.3 dB. Designed for

J

Sound Tech's latest test and measurement piece is the RTA-4000.

rack mounting, the unit has two balanced phantom-powered mic inputs,
four line-level inputs with matching
parallel outputs, and two pink noise outputs.
The analyzer will directly interface
to dot-matrix printers, drive an external EGA color monitor and can be controlled by an outboard PC via its RS232 port.

Standards of Good Engineering Practices
It
It
It
It
It

must
must
must
must
must

111

lee An. nude às....0.4.ell••• avirri.•

HENRY ENGINEERING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

-•

111,

be quiet
be of the lowest distortion
have wide audio frequency response
be small
retail for no more than $ 195"

All new, all within acceptable standards

The front panel of the RTA-4000 is
simple and uncluttered, concealing—at
first glance—the analyzing power that
can be unleashed at the push of abutton. Operation is controlled entirely by
four fixed-function switches, six soft
keys, and a joystick (a soft key is a
switch whose function changes).
Main menu appears
On power-up, amain menu appears
on the CRT that defines the first set
of functions for the soft keys. From
this menu, you can select the RTA
(Real-Time Analysis), RRC (Real-Time
Response Calculation), Memory and
RT-60 modes, plus view and select
system options and pink noise output
setups.
Choosing the RTA mode reveals a
submenu from which you can access
two additional menus. In all, 28 different menus redefine the operation of
the six soft keys.
Confused? Never. Context-sensitive

MicroMixer
FOUR , NPUT STEREO MIXER

INDEX
Sound Technology RTA-4000
30

by Dennis J. Martin, KBIG

1.1.‘
vralmon

MIL L£C2111±L.

MicroMixer-

Alpha Products Decoder

•Dual stereo interface
•Gain adjustment for each channel
•Direct- coupled circuitry
•Inbuilt power supply
Twin Match is a dual stereo level
and impedance converter designed
to provide 4 channels of matching
such as 2 CD plaiers.

•Four individual inputs, stereo out
•Each input assignable to L, R,
or Both out
•Level control for each input
•Inbuilt power supply
MicroMixer gives you afour- input,
stereo output utility mixer in avery
small package.

Lindos Electronics LA 100

EVERY LINK IN YOUR AIR CHAIN
NOW, THIS NUMBER DOES IT ALL
• New Radio & TV
Transmitting and
Studio Equipment
• Satellite Downand uplinks

800-622-0022

FAX 317-962-8961
HARRIS ALLIED

HAlm1F215
BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

• Select Used
Equipment Traded
and Sold
• Design and
installation

CANADA 800-268-6817

"Send me literature." Circle 89.
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by Stephen Sykes,

36

London Broadcastirg

Dorrough Stereo Signal Test Set
by Scott Horner,

37

KMRO-FM, KKUR-FM

Gorman- Redlich CEB EBS
Encoder/Decoder
by Bill Ellis, ContrcEt Engineer

1991

'Call me, I'm interested." Circle 48.

by George Zema, KFRC AM

Also,

38

Technology Updates from

Audio Precision, Schmid Telecommunication,

Belar

Electronics

Laboratory, Amber and Modulation Sciences.

Operating modes in action
In the Real-Time Analysis mode, the
unit functions as a 31-band spectrum
analyzer well-suited for examining the
nuances of program audio. Using the
RTA-4000, it's easy to verify whether
a piece of source material is deficient
at the high or low end, and how much
EQ is necessary. That, though, is just
one application of this truly multifunction measurement tool.
Using its internal pink noise generator as a source, the RTA mode is the

The unit functions as
a 31-band spectrum
analyzer well-suited
for examining the
nuances of program
audio.
perfect and only reliable method for
testing program-controlled audio
devices like multiband limiters and
companders.
Connecting the RTA-4000 to the output of adistortion analyzer reveals the
harmonic components and the noise
floor. Adjusting tape machines, measuring loudspeaker response in aroom
and documenting entire system frequency response are just a few applications of pink noise combined with
real-time spectrum analysis.
The RTA mode takes full advantage
of the internal CRT. By using two intensities, the analyzer can simultaneously display average versus peak levels
across the spectrum. In addition, a
"master EQ curve," or other reference,
can be superimposed on-screen to serve
as a visual limit line.
The Real-Time Response Calculation
mode—response mode for short—is
probably the most powerful feature of
the RTA-4000. Setting it apart from
other real-time analyzers, this mode
makes it possible to plot the response
difference between any two points in
an audio chain.
One practical application is to compare the output of the air console with
the off-air signal. The result is ahighly
detailed frequency response graph that
shows the effects of limiting and other
processing under actual dynamic conditions. This type of setup proves invaluable when adjusting multiband
limiters.
Or, using your off-air signal as areference, you can generate a comparison
(continued on page 37)

ow do you turn amultitrack production
room into areal profit center? With fast,
efficient operation and superb audio
quality—acombination you won't get
from " beefed up" recording studio
boards or on- air boards with afew
tacked-on features. Unfortunately, if your budget
didn't have room for PR&E's ABX, you had to accept
one of these compromises.
Well, not any more. Introducing Productionmixer',
agenuine broadcast production console that costs
no more than the board you thought you had to
settle for. We think everyone—including management—will agree it's abetter choice.
Production Directors are going to fall in love with
Productionmixer's full multitrack capabilities,
versatile EQ with 3sweepable bands, built-in
dual telephone mix system, auto timer, two stereo
effects sends and flexible monitoring/mixdown
system. Chief Engineers will appreciate its high
RF immunity, powerful CMOS logic control, topquality components and complete, full-support
documentation.

There's no room
in your operation
for an ordinary
production console.
General Managers may well get the biggest thrill
out of Productionmixer—when they realize that
it delivers PR&E reliability, performance and
functionality for ro more than a " compromise"
production console. As with our highly popular
Radiomixer, we've made Productionmixer affordable without lowering our standards.
If you're trying to build an extraordinary production room on an ordinary budget, Productionmixer
delivers .the creative power you need in an efficient,
easy to use format. For more information and your
copy of the color Productionmixer brochure, call
us direct at 619-438-3911.

P

roductionmixer

ilk

Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
2070 Las Palmas Drive • Carlsbad, CA 92009
Tel 619-438-3911 • Fax 619-438-9277
o 1990
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Alpha Aids KFRC Remotes
by George Zema, Engineer
KFRC-AM
SAN FRANCISCO Since 1980, KFRC
has dedicated itself to doing quality remote broadcasts.

REPORT
For quite a while, we used a touchtone decoder at the repeater site, which

an RS-232 board that shuttles information to and from the other boards via an
external modem.
The system is controlled using the BASIC computer language. If you're adept
at writing BASIC, you'll probably be OK.
If not, you'll need to hire someone to do
it for you. Due to time constraints, we
hired Whitcomb & Associates of Foster
City, Calif., so there now is ademo program available.
Briefly, here's how the system works.
Of the eight analog inputs, only two
have achanging value. The inputs need

We wanted the additional capability
of being able to control and monitor it
from anywhere there was a PC and a
modem.
allowed us aflexible and easy-to-use system. When our second site came along,
we wanted the additional capability of
being able to control and monitor it from
anywhere there was aPC and amodem.
We got our wish in the form of ahandful of cards from Alpha Products of
Darien, Conn. One card has eight relays,
one has eight analog inputs and one is

aDC voltage from 0V to 5V; areference
+5 V and ground are available on the
board. We feed the + 5V to the rotor's
direction pot, then take the output and
feed that to one of the analog inputs.
Signal level readout
BASIC takes that information and converts it to acompass heading from 000

At NAB '91

The Best Broadcasting Bet
You Can Make Today!
We're On A Roll And Want You With Us!
Don't Gamble With Your Station's Future!
Back A Sure Radio Winner—
NAB '91, April 15-18, 1991, Las Vegas

Figure 1.
System status and control menu
Site = Wolverton Mt.
Status

1. Rm. frequency
F1
to 360. The other vari2. Antenna
YAGI
able reading is the re3. Repeater
Disable
ceiver's limiter current
4. Xmtr test
Off
5. Xmtr freq
F1
sample. It varies be6. Update status
tween zero (squelched)
7. Enter antenna control menu
and about 2V DC.
8. Enter restricted menu
In this case, we
9. Exit program
elected to not use any
Asimuth = 225
Signal =
BASIC conversion facEnter item # to change
tor because a 100 µV
signal into the receiver
ended up with asignal
Figure 2.
level readout on the
Antenna control menu
screen of just about
Site = Wolverton Mt.
Available control menu
100. The remaining
1. Manual
analog inputs are used
2. Azimuth
as tally indicators, get3. Location
ting their information
4. Return to system status/control menu
from the associated reSelect control method
lay drivers.
Referring to the "SysFigure 3.
tem Status and Control
Mobile studio-to- site signal
Menu" (Figure 1), it's
site = Wolverton Mt.
obvious how simple
This option reports the signal strength at the receive
the program is to opersite.
ate. Selections 1 to 5
Signal = 0
Hit any key to enter antenna manual control
are OFF/ON type
choices. Selection 6updates the screen only.
Figure 4.
Selection 7 allows the
Antenna manual control
operator access to the
Site = Wolverton Mt.
antenna rotor. SelecAzimuth = 225
Signal = 0
tion 8 is for engineerEnter 1 to start CCW
ing use only and is
Enter 2 to start CW
protected with apassEnter 3 to return to signal strength program
word so the operator
Enter 4 to exit to status menu
can't inadvertently creSelect action
ate havoc with a nonoperator function.
Entering a7takes you
Figure 5.
Azimuth = 201
to the "Antenna Control
Signal = 28
Menu" (Figure 2). On
Hit any key to open relay and stop swing
this menu, selection 2
allows you to enter the
azimuth heading to which you want your
will rise, peak and fall. Hitting any key
receive antenna to point. The program brings you to "Antenna Manual Control"
(Figure 4).
takes over at this point by first determining where the antenna is pointing now,
Entering a1sends the rotor counterdecides which way it needs to turn, then
clockwise, a2sends it clockwise. Once
pulls in the proper relay.
the rotor is swinging, you're sent to a
new screen (Figure 5) that gives arealSelection 3brings up alist of locations
with predetermined azimuth headings.
time readout of the azimuth heading
The operator finds the city from where
and the signal strength as they're changthe remote is originating and enters that ing. When the peak is found, hitting any
azimuth. The program then takes over key stops the swing.
as in the previous example.
The weird variety
Selection 1is totally manual control.
Once selected, you're taken to ascreen
The problems we've encountered have
(Figure 3) where the receiver's signal been mostly of the weird variety. The
strength is shown in real time. As the enmodem at one of the sites suffered a
gineer at the mobile studio spins the
power glitch, even though it was
(continued on page 38)
transmit antenna, the signal strength

EBS EQUIPMENT

Take Advantage of Low Hotel Fares and Great Airline Deals.
Don't Delay! Pre-Register and Save $50.00

N
A‘
Make your plans now to join
the broadcast industry in Las Vegas.
Call Jack Chiasson today!
(800) 342-2460 (202) 429-4971
FAX: (
202) 429-5343

Price
Model CEB Encoder- Decoder
Model CE Encoder Only
Model CE With Stereo Option
Model CD Decoder Only (
REQUIRED FOR LPTV)
Receiver can be supplied to drive Decoder
• Encoder FCC Type Accepted •

$405

$
$3
54
75
0

$320
$3
12
00
0

Decoder FCC Certified

• Exceeds FCC Specifications •
All interconnections to the EBS equipment are made through a barrier terminal block.
No special connectors necessary. In stock—available for immediate delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO
FAX 614-592-3898 •

257 W.Union St. • Athens OH 45701 •
Circle 114 On Reader Service Card

614-593-3150
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The Audio Bench in a Box
by Tom Mintner, Dir. of Sales/Mktg.
Audio Precision
BEAVERTON, Ore.
test instruments can

How many audio
you carry with one

hand?
With the introduction of the Audio Precision Portable One, the answer is 10 or
more—depending on how you count.
Audio test sets have been around for
sometime. Many older designs (and some
newer ones) are little more than asingle
voltmeter and generator combination with
an appropriate termination and interconnection panel. Some can be "optioned up("
to include various facilities for measuring
THD+N and IMD.
Portable One is the most recent product
from Audio Precision's engineering staff,
which has been designing successive generations of state-of-the-art audio test equipment continuously since 1978. Although
Audio Precision is now well-known for PCbased automated test sets, the Portable
One was designed to fulfill other goals.

—

ficient circuit topology and component
selection provide these comprehensive
capabilities and high performance.
A key example is the two-channel
analyzer. We live in astereo world, yet
most portable test sets lack real twochannel measurement capability. Portable
One's true two-channel architecture includes Two-Channel Level measurements, as well as Ratio and Crosstalk
measurement modes.

The Portable One also features two new
and practical measurement modes. The
Gen Load function measures the input resistance of your device. An AC Mains
Check permits measurement of the voltage, frequency and distortion of the power
line. This function may be combined with
the bargraph memory to make a poor
man's recording line monitor.
All of the measurements are displayed
on ahigh-contrast supertwist back-lighted

set at ISO standard frequencies, with
multiplier steps also available.
Similarly, while it's easy to set aprecise
amplitude with the knob, convenient 1
and 10 dB steps are available at the touch
of abutton.
The Portable One is available now and
was designed to bring ahigh-quality twochannel audio test set within the reach of
many more potential users.
a
For information on Audio Precision
products, contact Tom Mintner at 503-6270832; FAX: 503-641-8906, or circle Reader
Service 109.

t
ote

so° ->

o

Audio Precision has introduced the Portable One audio test system.

UPDATE

Portable One also includes standard
measuring instruments not always found
We saw aclear need in the market for a in portable sets. The full-time frequency
high-performance manual test set offering counter and phase meter measure frecomprehensive facilities while meeting the
quency and inter-channel phase respecgoals of simplicity, portability, ruggedness,
tively. The Portable One also measures
high performance and an affordable price.
THD+N or SINAD, amplitude, noise,
wow & flutter, as well as two-channel level,
Quality on a budget
ratio and crosstalk as mentioned above. InUnfortunately, for many prospective
termodulation distortion measurement
purchasers the last-mentioned factor of capability (IMD) is available as an option.
price must sometimes be the first to be
considered. Engineering test equipment Square wave output
needs often are prioritized very low in the
Also included are built in "
K and CUR
weighting filters and aconvenient monistation budget.
For this reason, the Portable One has
tor loudspeaker and headphone jack. The
been built for an affordable price without
Portable One generator supplies a full
sacrificing either audio performance qual+30.6 dBu sine wave output, and also proity or comprehensive features. Highly efvides square wave output.

display, with adjustable contrast and adisplay invert switch. Use of this type display
allows maximum flexibility in providing
large readable digits as well as bargraphs,
with readable and intelligent display of
measured units selectable at the push of
abutton.
The Portable One is housed in adurable and rugged polycarbonate enclosure,
with an inner metal chassis for further
structural integrity and RF immunity. The
package features an integral diSappearing
protective cover. Options include a soft
transport case and aconnector adapter kit.
The Portable One is easy to use. The
philosophy is "press abutton, take ameasurement:' Frequency selection can be
made either with the knob or with the
automatic increment and decrement steps

World proven. And improved.

F

irst, there was the

--

Offlie .1111.1111

original TEX 20 FM
exciter from BEXT. It
MIT
was bulletproof. It was
priced right. It found its way into over two
thousand FM stations around the world.
Owners raved.
Next, this popular exciter was redesigned.
Front panel frequency selection, aBEXT
advantage, is now accomplished in 10 kHz
increments. Custom phase locking is provided
for compatibility with external references. The
TEX 20's internal layout is now completely
modular, so testing and service are accomplished
easily and quickly. The capacity to run on 24
volt DC is added. Main operating parameters
are brought out to the back panel for remote
control, including remote raising and lowering
of output power. Specifications are enhanced.

44,

•

Now, stations have
• P
e.'
•
found the TEX 20 " flaw•Zia
•
less" and " perfect in
every way" ( we're not
making this up). Nearly three thousand are in
the field, in most cases with BEXT amplifiers
at the output. More and more FM's are finding
that they don't need to spend more to get
more reliability, features, or performance
from their transmitters.
The TEX 20 is aphase locked loop exciter
with continuously variable output power from
2W to 20W - other BEXT exciters produce up
to 80W. Our FM amplifiers are available from
100W to 30,000W ( the solid state, broadband, 250W and 500W are our most popular).
Delivery is prompt, direct from our San Diego
offices.
Call BEXT today for more details on our wide
range of products.
739 5th Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101

The BEXT 24- hour service hotline: 619-448-2651
Circle 29 On Reader Service Card

619-239-8462

Radio's Only
Comprehensive
Reference Guide
The 1991
Radio World
Directory
Your Source For...
Complete Equipment
8( Supplier Information
Radio World's 1990
Editorial Index
Phone Listings for the
NAB 8( FCC
Handy Reference Material
Also Featuring...
The Top News Stories
of 1991
The Year in Pictures
Earwaves Special
Year- End Edition
All FREE with your
subscription to Radio
World, the industry's
technical, engineering
and news authority.

Coming in
February...
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and don't pay for it!
Radio Systems announces the most
amazing new lease program in broadcast.
Buy an RS Series Console, or any package
of our products. Put no money down, and
make no lease payments until next
summer.
This special program isn't acome-on with
hidden costs or high back-end charges.
Radio Systems will pay the first six months
of your lease for you as an incentive to buy
now. Your monthly payments, when they
do begin, will still be low, with no special
conditions.
Radio Systems products have always been
agreat value. And now, you can own them
at no cost until well after your Christmas
billings are collected.

Contact aRadio Systems sales engineer for
an exact quotation and payment schedule
on the package of studio products you need
today.
Three examples of how leasing from Radio
Systems can work for you:
Buy This

Pro List

Pay Now

54 Payments
Beginning in 6months

Console Package:
(1) RS- 12 Console

$6,495. $0

$167.

Cart Machine Package:
(1) RS-2004 Rec/Play Stereo $2,895.
(3) RS-2002 Play Stereo $7,185.

$0

$252.

$0

$362.

Console & DAT Package:
(1) RS- 12 Console
(2) RS-1000 DAT

$6,495.
$7,990.

Lease prices are approximate; rates may vary Rates are based on
five-year lease with 10% buyout. Customer makes no payments
for the first six months. Credit approval required; simple form
application for packages under $15,000.

Rama SYSTEMS INC.

eatametasepteefeàraitywaimetietieffere110 High Hill Road E PO. Box 458

Li

Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458 E 609/467-8000 o 800/523-2133 o FAX 609/467-3044
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Schmid Makes Testing a Snap
by Sergio Moreno, President
Schmid Telecommunication America

enough to be used in-service during a
short program break without bothering
listeners or breaking program continuity.
NEW YORK Consumers have come to
You can test stations or networks running
expect quality audio. Besides Surround
24 hours aday.
Sound theaters and multi-compact disc
The test can be recorded on tape and
changers in the home, radio drive time
aired together with the program matenow competes with customized digital aurial to allow automatic testing at
dio tapes and compact disc "jukeboxes" in
preprogrammed stations and to test the
the car.
broadcast path right to the consumer.
Test tones can be sent from remote
broadcast locations and even news vehicles, testing both the quality of the hop
and alerting engineers to the audio quality received.
The first tones automatically wake up
As aresult, radio stations, which were
and trigger the companion SZ346 refirst to get CD players and did much to
ceiver/test device at the other end of the
promote them, now see digital's superior
system. The 346 then measures subsequality as athreat.
quent tones for up to 10 of the available
While the NAB
19 tests—all within
forges ahead with
the five seconds.
an investigation of
Stereo or mono
Current broadcasters
digital audio radio,
tests available inmust maintain optimum clude: absolute
current
broadsignal quality with
casters must mainlevel, diminished
tain optimum siglevel, terminated
existing systems, or
nal quality with
noise, dynamic
risk losing audience
existing systems,
noise ( S/N), exshare or advertising.
or risk losing aupanded noise, total
dience share or adharmonic distorvertising as spontion (THD), second
sors invest heavily in pristine digital
harmonic distortion, third harmonic dismasters.
tortion, intermodulation distortion, steBut asoft market has spurred radio to
reo crosstalk (left-right, right-left), gain
thin the ranks of engineers. And stations
frequency response, stereo interchannel
now broadcast around the clock to shore
gain and phase difference and channel
up revenue and profits. So how does totransposition.
day's broadcaster balance the seemingly
conflicting needs of providing superior
No go condition
audio quality through complex testing,
Users can program the 346 to seek
while staying on the air around the clock
specific tolerances for each of the
with minimal personnel?
selected tests. The SZ346 immediately
prints out a "go" or "no go" statement
Making a difference
based on system performance. A "no go"
We think the Short Interval Audio Test
condition is reported to an external
(SIAT) system from Schmid Telecommualarm system for automation purposes.
nication is making adifference. The SIAT
It is accompanied by aprintout of each
system was first employed by the Canaparameter test level with the tolerance
dian Broadcasting Corp. It now is used in
failures highlighted.
more than 17 countries around the world.
The SIAT system can be used in mulThe concept is simple. Schmid's SZ316
tiple receiver configurations with SZ346s
test generator sends afive-second tone
at each crucial link in the transmission
pattern down the audio path. This is fast chain, for example, testing audio just be-

fore and just after acontracted satellite
hop. In addition, a single generator at
the network level can perform end-toend testing at each affiliate through the
use of individual receivers.
An engineer at master control can test

actual conditions such as higher daytime
RF interference levels.
Using Schmid's new network software, the entire SIAT system can be automated through a personal computer
and modem combination via an RS232

The world's first" Short Interval Audio Test
(SIAT) System from Schmid Telecommunication.

UPDATE

•

Live! . . . in concert!

ALL the Time

CP 2013
THE COMPOSITE PROCESSOR OF
THE FUTURE HERE TODAY
* Low second harmonic clipper — flat to 420KHz!
* Separation exceeding 60 dB
* Ultra smooth, fast acting AGC, builds stereo image
without the grunge!
* 11/
2 dB louder than any other composite clipper
* Multiple outputs plus remote control

AVOID THE RUSH — CALL NOW

Chnotilhindcri) Inc
42 Elaine Street • R.R. 1 • Thompson, Connecticut 06277 • ( 203) 935-9066 • ( 203) 935-9242
Circle 73 On Reader Service Card

the entire network with a single keystroke. Secondary program providers can
check their path by addressing the same
affiliate receiver.
The data allows engineers to immediately identify any system weakness, while
giving management printed failure verification to redress carrier bills. It also allows
testing to be scheduled into regular work
shifts at the staff's convenience with
results comparable to normal after-hours
manual testing, but taking into account

serial interface, allowing aremote setting
of each receiver.
Additional modules allow further customization of the SIAT system. SIAT can
become the centerpiece of your network
management program, without interrupting your broadcasts. The reason, we
think, is simple: SIAT is fast. Very fast.
n
For information, contact Sergio Moreno at
Schmid at 800-955-9570; FAX: 212-7797305, or circle Reader Service 42.

EXCITER TRANSPARENCY. . .
. . . CD QUALITY AUDIO
Fe50 EXCREal

ale!.

80C1110CMT

- —1
—t

— One

big re.D.;on \NERS sounds so good is its Broadcast
Electronics transmitters ( both Main and Auxiliary). But you can't
hear our trans Titters!! That's right, because the B.E. is so transparent, you curl only hear what you put into it. Rick Levy, Chief Engineer, WERS, Boston, MA.

With specs like 90dB SIN and . 005%
THD it is easy to see why the B.E. FX-50
should be yo-or next exciter.
Let the exciter experts at Northeast
Broadcast explain how you can have
transparent, CD quality audio on your
station.

NORTHEAST BROADCAST LAB, INC.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1961

Main Office

Mid-Atlantic

New England

Southwest

PO. Box 1179

P.O. Box 565

P.O. Box 406

PO. Box 867717

S. Glens Falls, NY 12803

Southhampton, PA 18966

Auburn, NH 03032

Plano, TX 75086

Tel: 518-793-2181

Tel: 23-322-2227

Tel: 603-483-1002

Tel: 214-612-2053

FAX: 518-793-7423

FAX 215-953-0523

FAX: 603-483-2:M

FAX: 214-612-2145
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Wizard Answers Test Wish List
by Arno Meyer, President
Belar Electronics Laboratory
DEVON, Pa. With loudness wars raging fiercely in many of the nation's radio markets, a lot of factors play into
measuring and maintaining the various
levels that keep astation in check with
FCC rules while sounding good enough
to remain competitive.
First, a station CE must accurately
measure the peaks of frequent recurrence in order to stay in compliance with
FCC rule 73.1570. As important, he or
she must analyze the modulation data
to provide acomparison of modulation
density that enables an FM station to determine why acompetitor sounds louder
than others.
In addition, the station may want to
quantify the "garbage" around the stereo
pilot that is produced by excessive composite clipping while measuring the
amount of clipping. The CE (or PD) may
want to "touch up" the clipping level or
even the modulation level from his home.
Then again, there's always the possibility that, from the home office, he may
want to spot check what the stations in
his chain are doing—to check peaks according to FCC rule 73.1570.
He might wont to ...
He might want to check modulation
density, changing the time constants of
the peak weighting function from 100

microseconds to 2milliseconds (1to 20
cycles of a10 kHz tone burst).
He could want to choose between a
sliding window histogram or an infinite
window histogram to display the history
of asound bite. Or he may prefer to look

UPDATE
at the peaks per unit time display to check
the distribution of the peaks of frequent
recurrence. He might want to check pilot
injection and pilot modulation.
He may want to make sure the SCA injection is not too high or to scan the alarms
to ensure that everything is in order. Best
yet, he may want to do these things from
his microcomputer—at any time.
These were some of the functions that
inspired Belar to develop The Wizard, an
all-inclusive FM digital modulation
analyzer.
Its front-panel 16-character alphanumeric display allows the user to scan and
set parameters for more than 25 menus.
Eight different time constants of apeak
weighting function may be selected from
the front panel. Display accuracy may be
set to 1percent or 0.1 percent deviation.
Real-time mode or past-time mode
also may be selected. Display peak hold
time may be set in 0.5 second increments. Pre-set peak mod indicator is ad-

DX Series

justable in 0.5 percent increments. A
preset PPM (peaks of frequent recurrence) alarm is adjustable from 0to 100
PPM, while self calibration to an external calibrating signal may be made.
Internal precision demodulator
With the optional internal precision
demodulator, The Wizard will selfcalibrate, including remotely, to a0.1 percent accuracy. Peak weighting time constants may be menu-selected at 1, 2, 3, 5,
7, 10, 15 or 20 cycles of a10 kHz tone
burst corresponding to 100 microseconds
to 2milliseconds.
Provision for pilot injection, pilot
modulation, and SCA injection measurements are provided, as well as a "loss
of program" alarm adjustable in percent
modulation and time out. The Wizard
will accept external alarms such as "off

Harris DX Series Digitally Modulated Solid State AM Transmitters
What makes DX Series transmitters the first choice of competitive AM
broadcasters around the world? Simplicity, reliability, ruggedness—and
significant performance breakthroughs in AM technology. No other AM
transmitter offers all these DX Series features:
•Patented Digital Modulation delivers
the strongest, cleanest AM signal yet:
Over 135% positive peak capability,
plus the lowest TH10 and IMD ever
•RF/AC ratio of 86% for lowest power
costs of any AM transmitter
•ColorStat'" front panel signal flow
diagram with red/green LEDs shows
status at aglance
•Harris power supplies are designed
for continuous duty operation with
100% sine wave modulation

•Modular construction with readily
available FET output devices
•Bandpass filter and output matching network for effective lightning
protection
•100% solid state design totally
eliminates tube replacement costs
and reduces maintenance costs
sharply
•Output impedance matching controls provide tuning flexibility for
non-standard or changing loads

AM stations around the world have already discovered the competitive
advantage of DX Series transmitters in 10, 25, 50 and 100 kW power level?.
Isn't it time you did too? Call Harris Allied today at 217-222-8200, Ext. 3408
for more information on digitally modulated DX Series AM transmitters.
*Contact us for applications
to 500 kW and beyond.
1990 Harris Corporation

CD HARRIS
ALLIED
Circle 67 On Reader Service Card

Harris Allied Broadcast Equipment
Radio RF Sales • P.O. Box 4290
Quincy, IL USA 62305-4290

For information on The Wizard, contact
Arno Meyer at Belar Electronics Lab: 215687-5550; FAX: 215-687-2686, or circle
Reader Service 146.

Lindos Makes Its
Mark in London
by Stephen Sykes, Bdcst. Eng.
London Broadcasting Co.
LONDON The Lindos Electronics' LA100 offers numerous test modes,
programmable sequence testing and tolerance checking. It is portable, affordable and accurate.
Therefore, it is not surprising that London Broadcasting Co. and many radio stations throughout the U.K. have chosen the system as their primary
audio test equipment.
The LA100 essentially is amicroprocessor-controlled oscillator and measuring set, available as separate units or together in arack-mount box.
The front panel of each unit features aLCD dot matrix display, and acrop
of push buttons. In/Out is via B-gauge
jacks on the front or XLRs on the
back, along with aserial data port and
a scope output. The measuring set
has abuilt-in loudspeaker.
The matrix of 14 multi-function
push buttons on the front of the LA100 controls every aspect of its operation.
At first glance, the myriad of buttons appears confusing, but Iwas surprised
at how quickly Icame to know and like the layout.
On the oscillator, spot frequencies and levels are available with asingle press,
along with frequency and level up/down controls that make life easy. The display shows level and frequency in outrageously large letters, as well as wave
shape, battery status and so on.
The measuring set has five major modes, for measuring signal level
and phase, noise, crosstalk, distortion ancleipw and flutter. Each of these
support up to 15 variations, allowing a total of more than 60 possible
measurements.
But it is capable of agreat deal more.
Soon after we first got our unit, Ifound myself using its automatic sequences
and tolerance checking in my everyday testing and fault-finding. Inow can't
imagine how Ilived without these facilities.
The test sequences consist of astring of measurement segments (frequency
sweeps, set levels, etc.) that are sent by the oscillator. Short bursts of FSK
identify the tests and the measuring set responds accordingly.
When asequence is complete, you can page through your results. The LA100
displays nicely tabulated figures, pass or fail markers and auseful frequency
response graph. You can store your results in the non-volatile memory for
later perusal or they can be printed out for posterity.
At LBC, our previous test equipment had no automation; it is this aspect
of the LA100 that has really revolutionized the speed with which Ican work.
Ican go out into the studios and check frequency responses or line up tape
machines and store test results to be printed out later. With more than 30 tape
machines and more than 60 cart machines to look after, it really helps.
Finally, Ihave to say that the level of customer support from this company
is nothing short of astonishing. Aside from free software updates and manual supplements, help is always friendly and plentiful if you have queries,
or if your LA100 develops a (rare) fault.
a
For information on the Lindos Electronics LA100, contact Paul Skirrow in London
at 44-394-380307; FAX: 44-394-385156; or circle Reader Service 95.

REPORT

First Choice

frequency" alarms from the FMM-4A.
Two wideband level adjusting loopthroughs adjustable in 0.5 percent or 1.0
percent increments for controlling
modulation levels remotely are
provided, while an RS-232 port provides
graphing functions and remote operation through a2400-band modem.
Displays include an infinite window
histogram, asliding window histogram,
and peaks-per-unit time that stores in a
15-minute window. The peaks-per-unit
time may be stored to disk for a24-hour
record that may be recalled in agiven
time segment.
Three-level password protection is
provided for security—"look only,"
"change parameters" and "manager."
All this, mind you, in a one-rack
height panel.
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Tests Made Simple by Dorrough
by Scott Horner, CE
KMRO-FM, KKUR-FM
VENTURA, Calif. As an independent
consultant involved with two FM radio
stations and various sound reinforcement
companies, the Dorrough Stereo Signal
Test Set enables me to perform many tests
relatively quickly.

REPORT
At KMRO-FM and KKUR-FM here,
problems in arack of equipment can be
searched out easily. As well, Ican check
the audio processing chains almost effortlessly by analyzing all points from input
through to outputs.
Discrepancies with phase, separation,
overall level checks and specifications of
individual pieces of equipment in the
chain can be verified and adjustments
made. Setting up an audio processing
chain with several pieces of equipment often can be less than ideal; with the Dorrough test set, however, each piece of
processing equipment is individually
checked.
No need to shut down
Ichecked level and phase at the two stations from board outputs through all signal processing to stereo generator inputs.

ment was checked. Cart machines and
tape decks were aligned by using a
mono reference tape of pink noise. A
reference level was established on the
left and right meters of the test set,
the function switch was adjusted to
Sum/Dif, and the azimuth and equalization were trimmed for parity.
Proved very handy
The headphone monitor on the front
of the unit proved very handy. Not only
can you observe on the meters the various levels, available headroom, noise
floor, crosstalk and the 6 dB rise of
acorrectly phased audio signal, but you

Ican check the audio
processing chains
almost effortlessly by
analyzing all points
from input through
to outputs.
also can hear these selected signals and
functions. The 1 W amplifier has
acceptable distortion specifications,
though we used the jack at the rear of
the unit for more critical measurements.
When the test set is hooked up to the
output of agood tuner, you can see the
relative loudness of competitive radio sta-

The Dorrough Model 1200 Stereo signal set.

Levels and headroom were tested dynamically. Because of the 40K bridging of the
test set, the necessity of shutting down the
system for noise, crosstalk and distortion
analysis from start to finish no longer is
necessary.
After transmission systems were
tested and adjusted, the studio equip-

tions. The test set gives aconsistent reference of loudness and is not dependent on
the ear of the program director or the jock
on the board. Overmodulation can be
seen on the peak portion of the meter. The
loudness factor is seen on the bargraph
section, which is riding under the crest of
the audio waveform.

By simply switching from station to station, acomparison can be seen between
our two FMs and the competition. When
referencing different signals on this constant source audio meter, the program
director can actually see which station is
loudest by either excessive processing or
overmodulation.
The instruction manual is well written. Each function is illustrated along

with a step-by-step text. Stereo audio
tests are now easy to perform. Quality
assurance can be done more frequently
at radio stations when equipment like
this is available.
For information
products, contact
999-1132; FAX:
Reader Service

on Dorrough Electronics
Kay Dorrough at 818818-998-1507, or circle
53.

SWEET
8e LOW.
If you're into audio for video, our message is
short and sweet: The Tascam BR-20T is the lowest
priced 1
/
4"
professional centertrack timecode deck
on the market.
The BR-20T is aprofessional audio-for-video
recorder specifically designed for 2-track mastering
and video post playback. Its center timecode track
employs Tascam's innovative in-line head and timecode optimization system, neatly eliminating the
need for tmecode level monitoring and adjustments.
Other pro features of the BR-201 include full
servo-cortrolled transport for quick, accurate
response and gentle tape handling while under
external synchronizer control. Easy, front-panel
accessibility to al! major audio calibration controls.
And gapless/seamless punch in/out and spot erase.
The $2,999* BR-201 The sweetest little audiofor-video machine you'll ever see. At the lowest
price youll ever hear
Check it out, post-haste, at your nearestTascam
dealer

TASCAM.

RTA-4000 a Winner
(continued from page 30)
graph against the competition's signal. Using long-term averaging, an accurate
picture of differences in processing, including EQ can be garnered.
Other features
The Memory mode is a separate function all to itself, and a sub-function
of the RTA and RRC modes. Sixteen different graphs can be saved in batterybacked memory and manipulated in a variety of ways. Graphs can be added,
subtracted, inverted, averaged or overlaid, and labeled with up to eight characters.
These graphs can then be printed on a dot matrix printer directly from the
rear panel Centronics-compatible port. For long-term archiving, it's a simple
procedure to transfer a graph to a PC for storage on a floppy disk.
An option is RT-60 reverberation analysis. RT-60 is a measure of how long
it takes a signal to decay to 60 dB. This test, with RIA, helps develop a true
profile of the sound "character" of a studio or other room.
The Sound Technology RIA4000 Real-Time Analyzer is uniquely capable of
analyzing a single device or an entire facility, without interruption, under dynamic conditions. By using actual program material, downtime for testing often
is not needed. Without sacrificing measurement accuracy, the RTA-4000 makes
it possible to save money both in terms of engineering time and valuable air time.
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1990 TEAC America, Inc, 7733 Telegraph Road,
Montebello, CA 90640 213/726-0303
*Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price

For information on the RTA-4000 Real-Time Analyzer, contact Kent McGuire at Sound
Technology: 408-378-6540, FAX: 408-378-6847, or circle Reader Service 12.
circe 112 On Reader Service Card
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design with one master oscillator serving
both the encoder and decoder.
The ICs are common MC1458,
LM13080 opamps and the logic is
standard CMOS chips. What could be
the internal audio switching relay. If you
choose to send the encoder output to a simpler?
This concludes our test of the
console pot, routing switcher or external
Gorman-Redlich EBS encoder/decoder.
audio relays (in the case of stereo), just
In my opinion, it passed with flying
connect to the audio output terminals.
colors. It's priced right, it rarely fails and
if it does, you can repair it in avery short
Design and maintenance
amount of time.
Let's talk about the simplicity of design
and maintenance. All of the parts, except
For information on the Gorman-Redlich
for the master oscillator crystal, are easEBS encoder/decoder, contact Jim Gorman at
ily obtainable off-the-shelf items. There
614-593-3150; FAX: 614-592-3898, or cirare no exotic crystal filters or custom ICs.
cle Reader Service 129.
The decoder uses avery stable Superhet

EBS Analyzer Passes the Test
dummy load. When the decoder is activated, the relay closes and de-mutes the
receiver by reconnecting the speaker.
Auxiliary relay contacts also are
provided for connection to external
alarms, audio switching, etc. About
the only criticism I have of this
unit is that the screening on the back for
the barrier strip could have been clearer.
But aquick glance at the schematic will
clear up any connection questions.
Connecting to the encoder section
is simply audio in/audio out, if you use

by Bill Ellis, Contract Engineer
CENTERVILLE, Iowa Attention. For
the next few paragraphs, this article will
conduct atest of the Gorman-Redlich,
Model CEB EBS encoder/ decoder.

REPORT
OK, Iknow EBS equipment is old hat,
but if you ever have aneed to replace or
install one, then give the CEB serious
consideration.
I have been around since before
the two-tone was introduced, and in that
time I've seen many different
types of EBS encoder/decoder systems,
from home brew to expensive modular
systems. If your station is looking
for low cost, low maintenance, high
reliability and serviceability in an
EBS unit, then look at this one.

KFRC Remotes Enhanced by Alpha

(continued from page 32)
plugged into asurge protector and began
playing "Home on the Range" through its
speaker—over and over.
Another problem was bad data at the
analog board, apparently caused by RF getting into the 20 VAC rotor motor control
lines. Installing solid-state relays between
the control lines and the Alpha relays cleared that trouble and aUPS has silenced the
A look at installation
modem's attempts at asinging career.
Let's look at installation first. The
We installed the Alpha cards into a
encoder/decoder unit takes up only one
modular cabinet and brought the relay
rack unit of space; all connections are
easily accessible via abarrier strip on the contacts, analog inputs, +5and + 12 VDC,
ground and modem communication lines
back of the unit.
Any type of AM or FM receiver may to the back panel. The front panel has
eight toggle switches that mult off the rebe used with the decoder. This is
accomplished by connecting the speaker lay contacts so the system can be tested
without having to use aPC.
output of the receiver to the decoder's
The Alpha system is expandable and can
barrier strip terminals. An internal relay
normally connects the speaker line to a be used to monitor and control avariety of

Alpha Products test and monitoring system is controlled with BASIC computer language.

systems. DC voltages above 5V (up to 100
V) can be sent to the analog board through
avoltage divider and holes are provided on
the board for this purpose.
All in all, the system has worked just
fine and, on more than one occasion, has
proven itself invaluable when we've been
able to call the site from aPC at home and

know instantly if there's areal problem or
if the operator at the station needs to find
adifferent line of work.
For information on Alpha Audio products,
contact Kathy Wynne or Bobbi Winn at 804358-3852; FAX: 804-358-9496, or circle
Reader Service 121.

More Power To You..
MAXIMUM

vu.tourry

AND MINIMUM ATTENUATION

That's what MYAT rigid line and RF components deliver. We manufacture them using highest quality
pure copper or aluminum, and thoroughly test each one before shipping. Princeton University's
Plasma Physics Laboratory evaluated MYAT performance, and chose our components
for their research reactor.

RELIABILITY AND LONGEVITY
They're important to you—and to us. So we use non-galling silver plated beryllium
copper contact springs, brass elbow reinforcements and pure virgin Teflon inner
supports. Every MYAT rigid line section and component is warranted for afull
year. That's why you'll find the bright blue MYAT logo in transmitters and systems by Harris, Acrodyne, QE1, Micro Communications and Broadcast Electronics. And at thousands of broadcast stations worldwide.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT
Need areplacement fast? Check our catalog—virtually every item listed is ready

•

for immediate shipment. Not sure what you need? Ask aMYAT engineer for technical assistance. Unusual requirements? Our computerized design and testing facilities turn them into "routine" projects. We did it with high-power 93/
1
6" 50 Ohm line
for KGON-FM's multi-station tower, and we can do it for you.
Whether you're planning anew tower, upgrading an older installation, or coping with an
emergency, MYAT power is as close as your phone. Put it to work in your RF transmission
system. Contact your RF distributor, or phone us at ( 201) 767-5380.

•

MYAT, INC.

Manufacturers of RF transmissidt equipment since 1951.

40 Years of Experience, 40 Years of Excellence.
380 Chestnut Street • P.O. Box 425 • Norwood, NJ 07648 • Tel ( 201) 767-5380 • Fax ( 201) 767 4147
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Amber 3501B: Two
Uses in One Box
by Matt Meaney, Sales Engineer
Broadcast Supply West
TACOMA, Wash. Radio stations today
use equipment with specifications that
seemed unobtainable 15 years ago.
For setup and maintenance of modern
audio gear, test equipment with comparable specifications is vital. It is
meaningless to check equipment with a
noise level approaching — 100 dBm using
yesterday's meter that measures only

another four inputs have been located on
the back of the matrix. These either are
balanced bridging (100K) ohms or terminated (600 ohms).

done with precision. The 3501B will
measure wide band noise (to over 300
kHz), narrow band and A-weighted
noise below — 120 dBm. To aid in accurate measurements, the 3501B comes
with a400 Hz lowpass, 30 kHz and 80
kHz high pass, and A-weighting filters.
The only drawback may be the fact
that the generator and analyzer cannot
be split to do astation proof. But by using the mod monitor for frequency response, this really isn't aproblem. You

UPDATE

The most obvious addition to the basic
3501 is the preset frequency and stereo
switch matrix. This provides a bank
of buttons for choosing generator
output frequency.
down to — 70 dBm.
The Amber 3501 Distortion and Noise
Measuring System meets the challenge.
The basic unit is a combination signal
generator and analyzer in one package.
To that, Amber Electro Design Inc. of

still can do your distortion measurements off the air. In most cases, this will
tell you what you need to know.
What else can Isay about the 3501B?
It's easy to use, accurate and it's good.
The Amber 3501B is an investment you'll
be glad you made.
u..
For information on the Amber Electro Design 3501B, contact Matt Meaney at BSW:
800426-8434; FAX: 206-565-8114; or circle Reader Service 136.

THE BIGGEST
PENNY PINCHER
IN RADIO
SINCE JACK BENNY.

With the output you can choose from
the standard front panel balanced or un-

Mr Benny certainly knew agreat
bargain when he made one. And we think
he'd appreciate the brilliance of the bargainpriced Tascam BR-20 Broadcast Production
Recorder
The BR-20 is built to do one thing—
broadcast production—and to do it exceedingly well. It's arugged, reliable 2-track with
features that make every job easier and
more efficient Like independent reel-size
selection. Splice block. Built-in monitor
speaker Independent [IR record for monitoring on one track while recording in sync on
the other for overdubs and voiceovers. Fader
start. And Quick Cue with Auto-Repeat.
The $ 2,299* BR-20. Ifs got everything
you need in abroadcast production recorder
Including aprice even your station manager
can live with.
Come see it today at your nearest
Tascam dealer

balanced, L, R, L+R, or L— R jacks. The
matrix outputs are terminated (600
ohms), while the front panel either is terminated or balanced bridging. The
generator is capable of + 28 dBm output
mono, or +24 dBm stereo, into 600

TASCAM®
BSW's Amber 3501B has new features for broadcast applications.

Quebec, and Broadcast Supply West of
Tacoma, Wash., added features of particular interest to the broadcaster, resulting in the 3501B.
Additions to the 3501
The most obvious addition to the basic 3501 is the preset frequency and
stereo switch matrix. This provides a
bank of buttons for choosing generator
output frequency. Use the variable 10 Hz
to 100 kHz controls on the main unit, or
from one of 15 standard test frequencies
—50, 100, 200, 250, 300, 400, 1K, 2K, 2.5K
3K, 5K, 7.5K, 10K, 12.5K and 15K.
There is achoice of six output levels
to choose by push button. Calibrate at
100 percent output level, then check 95,
85, 75, 50 and 25 percent.
The matrix adds input and output
flexibility to the 3501B. Besides having
the standard balanced or unbalanced
inputs on the front panel of the 3501,

ohms.
Along with this is an autoranging frequency counter that measures from 10
Hz to 100 kHz.
The 3501B is a joy to use. With the
generator and analyzer in one box, just
tune the generator frequency to measure
THD+N. The analyzer follows automatically. Push abutton and adjust the meter
scale, then take your reading. If for some
reason you do use an external signal
source, there are two red arrows to help
you tune quickly. The 3501B can measure
THD+N to below 0.0008 percent.
Standard low frequency
Measuring IMD is just as quick. The
3500 generates astandard low frequency
of 60 Hz. The high frequency may be selected using the vernier control from 2
kHz to 100 kHz, including the SMPTE
standard 7kHz.
Measuring signal-to-noise ratio can be

€
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The Little Board That Could
add your "guess-timate" of how much
over 100 percent you can really get
away with. Would you feel comfortaBROOKLYN, N.Y. Do you really ble with a plus or minus of, say,
20 percent?
know what your FM's peak and average
In developing ModMinder, our primodulation levels are?
mary goal was to give FM CEs ameasBefore you answer, consider the unceruring device for peak deviation that
tainties created by any or all of the folwould provide something more than
lowing: using an instrument that must
be recalibrated every time you take a best-guess accuracy. ModMinder's advanced circuitry uses the latest digital
measurement; trying to set modulation
microunits to measures peak deviation
and processing levels that almost, but
within plus or minus 1 percent.
not quite, light the peak flasher; and
That is at least three times more acmeasuring modulation off the air.
curate than conventional modulation
If you're a really competitive station
measurement devices. Moreover, this
licensed within a loudness war zone,

by Eric Small, VP Eng.
Modulation Sciences, Inc.

unprecedented degree of accuracy is
maintained over atemperature range of
0degrees to 50 degrees without user ad-

In developing ModMinder, we realized
that the most accurate data in the world
is useless if it can't be read by the operator. So we gave ModMinder digital
readouts that eliminate many of the human error factors created by ordinary
modulation monitors. The Peak Deviation
.11

modmistin sissiews

,

•

•

The DeMod Board is an optional feature of Modulation Science's FM ModMinder.
.ustments or calibration of any kind—
another leap ahead of the previous
generation of monitors.

and OverMod Event Counter readouts
give positive indications of modulation,
making it easy to set levels precisely.

Field tests
In our field tests, modulation readings
taken at the transmitter's RF sample port
differed from off-the-air readings of the
same signal by 5percent to 20 percent. In
each case, the off-the-air readings were
higher than those taken at the transmitter.
Needless to say, we designed ModMinder
and the DeMod Board to be connected to
an RF sample port at the transmitter.
Do you then have to visit the transmitter site every time you need to read modulation? Not at all. Readings can be transmitted to the studio using ModMinder's
The DeMod Board can be retrofitted to
remote control interface, or with a1200
any ModMinder or ordered with new
units. It maintains ModMinder's measure- bits/second modem and aPC.
For computer users, we offer two softment accuracy and stability with a freware packages. ModMinder Remote softquency synthesis front-end design (no
ware (standard with every ModMinder)
more crystals). When retrofitted or origigives you full control of ModMinder's
nally installed by the factory, ModMinder
front panel functions from any PC, and
board comes with the calibration control
lets you analyze modulation with a
sealed—and with MSI's certificate of caliunique Modulation Histogram.
bration, valid for 13 months.
Advanced Remote software adds even
This eliminates the "calibrate before
more powerful modulation analysis capaeach measurement" routine of convenbilities, including 2-D and 3-D graphic
tional modulation monitors. Calibration is
presentations of modulation data.
traceable to the National Institute of StanIf you're uneasy about adjusting critical
dards and Technology (formerly known as
operating parameters like processing withthe NBS, National Bureau of Standards).
out really knowing the results, ModMinder
With the DeMod Board, ModMinder
can give you peace of mind. With the inbecomes even easier to set up and use.
ternal DeMod Board option, ModMinder
The DeMod Board will measure peak
deviation on any RF level from 1mW to 1 gives more useful information than aconventional modulation monitor, more acW. It does not require calibration for the
RF level that you're measuring. In fact, it curately and at substantially lower cost.
requires no user adjustments whatsoever.
For information on the ModMinder DeMod
If you need to keep track of the competiBoard, contact Eric Small at Modulation
tion, an external front end will permit offthe-air monitoring and modulation analSciences at 908-302-3090; FAX: 908-3020206, or circle Reader Service 141.
ysis of local stations.

DeMod Board option
With all of its advances, however, ModMinder alone cannot eliminate one of the
most important causes of modulation mismeasurement: inaccurate demodulators.
That's why we developed the internal
DeMod Board option.
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A. Ownership
D. Programming/production
B. General management
E. News operations
C. Engineering
F. Other (specify)
III. Purchasing Authority
1. Recommend
2. Specify
3.Approve
D.
A.
B.
C.
E.

113 135

006 028 050 072 094 116 138

Title

Business Telephone (

Hp.nnis
E éUIPMENT

005 027 049 071

Name

City

002 024 046 068 090 112 134
004 026 048 070 092 114 136

Please print and include all information:

Our Used Equipment Exchange can stretch your equipment budget— it's just one
of the ways that Harris Allied gives you more. We've expanded to put more people
and more resources to work for you: That's what we mean by taking the lead.

Reader Service

Please first fill out contact information at left. Then check each advertisement for corresponding number
and circle below. NOTE: Circle no
more than 15 numbers, otherwise
card will not be processed.

009 031

053 075 097 119 141

010 032 054 076 098 120 142
011 033 055 077 099 121

143

012 034 056 078 100 122 144
013 035 057 079 101

123 145

014 036 058 080 102 124 146
015 037 059 081

103 125 147

016 038 060 082 104 126 148
017 039 061 083 105 127 149
018 040 062 084
019 041

106 128 150

063 085 107 129 151

020 042 064 086 108 130 152
021 043 065 087 109 131

153

022 044 066 088 110 132 154

Send us your new product info. Be sure to include a black and white photo.
Send all submissions to Radio World Marketplace, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
Spline ball ionizer
The Spline Ball Ionizer ( SBI) from
Lighting Eliminators and Consultants
Inc., is alighting protection device using strike prevention technology.
SBI also features alow wind profile.
For information, contact Ralph Auer at
LEC: 303-447-2828; FAX: 303-447-8122; or
circle Reader Service 147.

Digital multimeter
Leader Instruments Corp. has a
bench-top digital multimeter Model 856
featuring comparison of measurement
results, frequency measurements and
calculation functions.
The Model 856, an auto-ranging,
multi-function, 4.5 digit unit, is capable
of measuring waveforms with crest factors up to 3.
For information, contact Joe Fisher at
Leader Instruments Corp.: 516-742-2022;
FAX: 516-741-3966; or circle Reader Service 54.

111H71.7:

Stereo utility mixer
The Micromixer from Henry Engineering is a four-input, two-output stereo
mixer that will take up to four line level
input signals and mix them to astereo
output.
"Micro-assign" switches allow inputs
to be assigned to any combination of left,
right, or both outputs. Micromixer can
combine stereo or mono signals from stereo or mono sources.
For information, contact Hank Landsberg at Henry Engineering: 818-3553656, FAX: 818-355-0077, or circle Reader
Service 76.

«.>

FM exciter
The FX50 Exciter from Broadcast Electronics was type accepted under Part 74
of the FCC's rules, and may now be used
legally in booster configurations for
coverage and fill-in applications.
For information, contact Bill Harland
at Broadcast Electronics: 217-224-9600;
FAX: 217-224-9607; or circle Reader Service 32.

Directional antenna
Mark Antennas now offers a Directional Cell-Site Antenna, model FG 1044. The antenna uses an all-welded
aluminum reflector with aradiating element in aUV-protected white ABS case.
A gain of 10 dBd and horizontal beamwidth of 105 is pros ided with the antenna, which meets or exceeds FIA Standard 329.
For information, contact Mark Antennas at 708.-298-9429; FAX: 708-6357946; or circle Reader Service 60.

Mobile remote studio
Vision Mobile Studios offers a selfcontained mobile broadcasting unit
available in customized satellite versions
or turnkey electronics to lease or buy.
For information, contact Dave Wert-

Rebuilt Power Tubes

Econco
Approximately

One Half The Cost Of New
3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Some Of The Tubes We Rebuild
3CX2500F3

3CX3000A1

3CX3000F7

4CX5000A
4CX15000A

4CX10000D
5762 / 7024

Call For Our Price List

Econco
1318 Commerce Avenue
Woodland, CA 95695 USA
ECONCO

man at Vision Mobile Studio: 708-5371770; FAX: 708-537-1899; or circle Reader
Service 6.

Telephone: 916-662-7553
Fax: 916-666-7760

Telex: 176756

Circle 63 On Reader Service Card

hat is it about the Signature Ill that keeps so many leading
station groups and consulting engineers coming back for
another, and another, and...? Is it this console's unparalleled
record of reliability and longevity? The LPB Signature Ill's easily
maintained modular electronics? Its excellent RFI immunity? Or
is it designed-for-radio features like the following:
•3 inputs per channel
•Identical Program 1and Program 2 output busses
•Remote starts on all channels (except channel 1)
•Mono/stereo input switch (on stereo consoles)
•Components and connections clearly labeled for painless
installation and easy maintenance
Chances are, it's all of the above. But whatever the reasons,
leading stations and engineers across the country demand
Signature Ill's "unstoppable" performance. In fact, they've
made it one of the most popular consoles ever built. If you've
been spending too much time inside your console lately,
contact your broadcast equipment dealer or call LPB for full
information and specifications at (2/5) 644-1123.
LPB Signature Ill audio consoles are available in 6,8,10 and 12 channel stereo
and 6,8 and 10 channel mono configurations.

LPB®

28 Becton Hill Road • Frazer, Pennsylvania 19355
Tel: 215-644-1123 • Fax: 215-644-8651

Circle 10 On Reader Service Card
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EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers

FCC Applications, Design
& Field Engineering
Broadcast Engineering Software
216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
1036 William Hilton Pkwy
Ste 200F

Moffet,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.

Member AFCCE

(803) 785-4445

Member AFCCE

Consulting Communications
Engineers

SOFTWA RE

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers

• FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 member AFCCE

NEW- NEW- NEW
FM TRANSMITTERS
3,5,12,20,25KW
$24,000 TO $46,000
Rebates on all models
FM-AM Transmitter Installation
Maintenance and Field Service
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANT

TELO TECHNOLOGY
Stanwood, WA. 98292

206-387-3558

*Teletech,inc.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS

AND ENGINEERS
•FCC Applications & Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches & Coordination
•rover Erection & Maintenance
•Facility Design & Construction
CONTACT:
Kenneth W. Hoehn
23400 Michigan Ave
Dearborn, MI 48124
(313) 562-6873

MSDOS
EGA Graphics-Color
Broadcast Technical
Consulting

-V

Doug Vernier

Broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls, IA 50613
319-266-8402

RADIO SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
FCC Applications • Design
• Installation • Field Service

Experienced & Affordable
4289 Roan ridge
Las Vegas, Nevada 89120

24 Hr: (702) 454-2085
FAX: 702-458-2787
Lahm, Suffa & Cavell, Inc.
Consulting Engineers
• Interference Resolution
• Coverage Improvement
• RF Hazard Studies
• Custom Software
• AM Antenna Improvement
• Former Chief Engineers
• Suburban W2shington Based
3975 University Dr., Suite #450
Fairfax, Virginia 22030
Phone 703-591-0110
Fax 703-591-0115

Communications Data Services, Inc.
•Real World Propagation Tm Studies
•On-Line Services
•3 Second Terrain Data on CD-ROM
•FCC and FAA Data Files for PC
• FCC's AM, FM & TV Data Files for PC
• PC Programs
Richard L. & Richard P. Biby, Principals

Communications Data Services, Inc.
6105-E Arlington Blvd. • Falls Church, VA 22044
(703) 534-0034 • (MO) 441- 00 34

.Design 8, Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
•Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
•Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
•Expert Testimony

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757

Huntsville Antenna
Engineering
There is hope for AM radio!
AM station unipole antennas with
circular polarization & beam tilt.
Broadband your present
AM tower Series R shunt fed.
205-353-9232

74Y

SODIO

—'

SERVICE

SYS URI

AI

'Moe

Frequency sweeps of THD, XTalk and
Level can be viewed on the Al's supertwist LCD display, acomputer monitor
or plotted through astandard IBM/Epson printer interface.
For information on the Al, call Neutrik USA at 908-901-9488; FAX: 201-9019608 or circle Reader Service 36.

Visa &
MasterCard

Consultronics PG3000 stereo signal generator and
PC3000 program channel
audio analyzer

EJ

MIRKWOOD
ENGINEERING

CONCORD, Ontario The new Consultronics PG3000 stereo audio signal
generator produces the necessary signals
to do Short Interval Audio Testing (SIAT)
on program channels.
Along with the PC3000, aburst of tones
can be inserted in afive-second period between regular broadcast programs. This
sequence of signals is measured and cEs-

played on the PC3000 screen, along with
apass/fail indication and can be printed
to agraphics printer.
Results also can be stored and retrieved
through amodem and the PC3000's builtin RS-232C/V.24 interface.
For information, contact Consultronics
at 416-738-3741; FAX: 416-738-3712, or circle Reader Service 57.

Rural 8.c Remote Site
Field Engineering
50 Park Ave.
Claremont, NH 03743
603/542-6784

This listing is provided solely for the carvenience of our readers. Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
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360 Systems

107

9

Delta Electronics

18

Alpha Products

131

18

DIC Digital

TOWER SERVICES

7

Altronic Research

123

41

Econco

63

light Replacement

7

ATI

41

"4

Fideliocx

65

Routine Maintenance

23

Auditronics

154

32

Gorrean Redkch

114

19

Hall Electronics

79

36

Horris-Alked RF Radio
Products
67

7

Barrett Assoc.

9
91

John Nix

Best

29

1

Bdct Electronics

66

1-800-322-7879

&

We Now Accept

Belar

Call For Our Free Demo & Information On
BROADCAST P1.44
Annual Rates.

MID MR Ma IBM Ili

Kenneth Casey

33

PROFT1USIC

i

Consulting Radio Engineer

24

PRODUCTION MUSIC & SF)1

TEl

LAKEWOOD, N.J. Neutrik USA Inc.'s
new audio generator/analyzer, the Al,
simplifies advanced audio measurements, while maintaining laboratoryquality specifications.
The Al can be used as astand-alone
autoranging unit or controlled externally through an RS-232 interface.

INSTALLATION AND SERVICE OF BROADCAST
ANTENNA SYSTEMS/TOWER MAINTENANCE & ERECTION

CHOICE OF

Il

Neutiik Al audio generator/analyzer.

Painting
20 years Experience

v
—
V1DEST & FINEST

an

11111

I"4

PARAUFVF
COMMUNICATION • SY S TEMS

r

11.1

205-353-6747

Ground Systems

WESTMONT, NJ ( 609) 869-0222

In

ilk

ie

'4111)
:

5203 Leesburg Pike # 800
Falls Church VA 22041
703-824-5660
800-523-3117

FM Database pool

1.

Two Skyline Place

Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

FM CHANNEL SEARCH

UM

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

(414) 242-6000

• FCC Data Bases

R.

PO Box 13244 Salem, OR 97309

44,85

Supply

Harri%-Allied Bdct
Equipment

20
39,58

8

Broadcast Services

34

BSW

15

10

HarrL -AlliedNalley

4

Burk Technology

88

17

BROA DCASTING
& ELECTRONIC
SERVICES LABS

26

CCA Electronics

22

HarrL -Allied Bdct
Equipment

17

Comrex

92

3

Continental Electronics

13

PO BOX 178

15

Cool-Amp ConductoLube

38

1-800-321-4056

NEWTON, UT 84327
801-563-3088

20

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Corp. Computer
Systems

33

REFURBISHED & REPAIRED

3

Crouse-Kimzey

50

AUDIO, VIDEO, RF, DIGITAL

12

Dataworld

19

15 YRs EXPERIENCE

25

Dataworld

55

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities.
P.O. Box 1214 • Falls Church VA • 22041
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Harris-Allied Bdct
Equipment
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Hnat-Hindes
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Intraplex

102

21

ITC

115
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LPB

16

Mod.

10
Sciences

38

Myat

125

35

N.E. Bdct Labs

70

32

NAB

11

Neutrk

132

22

Oebun/AKG/DBX

143

31

Pacific Recorders

14

25

OEI

113

34

Racio Systems

80

13

Studer Revox

150
112

37

Toscans

39

Toscans

23

12

TIC

127

2

Whootstone

16

43

Wiieuteone

26

44

Wheatstone

104

Advertising Sales Representatives:
Eastern U.S., Art Constantine:
Midwest & Western U.S., Jack Ducart:

82

800-336-3045

Fax: 703-998-2966

800-336-3045

Fax: 703-998-2966
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It's Handled!

•

MP- 500

SL- 500a

e

ICM-500

Customize your A-500 Console with Wheatstone's
powerful accessory modules! We've handled autoseq_iencing, telephone call- ins, a-id intercom recuirenents. Our auto- sequencing line input will take : he rush
out Pf back-to-back carts. Our mJitiohone module can
handle 3callers, 3 mics and reel- to- -eel macnine control
all at once. Our new 8-station [ ntercom module will link
up all your studios and talent pos tions. .

z77

AUTO-SEQUENCING: The SL-500as input module
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PROD

PROD

TELEPHONE/TALK SHOW: The MP- 500 muliphone

2

module offers atotally new way of nandling telephone
talkshow functions. Operation is simp`e: when the
announcer wishes to do a phone segment he simply
activates the MP- 500 module and all mute, level,
combining, and machine control functions are handled
au:omatically. The MP-500 permits conferendng
between 3callers and 3 microphones, and prcvides
separate multitrack tape feeds for various mic/caller
signal combinations, permitting simple track punch- ins
to replace razor and tape edits. This nodule eliminates complicated announcer set-ups, miscalls, and
feedback problems.

BOOTH
1

BOOTH
2

COMMUNICATIONS: The ICM-500 nodule is part of

6
7

READY
RECORD

7

R
-

1°

allows the DJ to automatically sequenpe through a
pre- loaded bank of cart or CD machines. All audio
and machine control functions a-e handled by the
module's logic circuitry. When te first ON switch is
pressed, that module's associated machine automatically starts to play; when it has finished the channel is
turned OFF, the next programmed module is turned
ON and its machine starts to play. Dead air arid
missed spots can be athing cf he past with this
sequence function.

acompletely integrated intercom system; a amily of
moc ules available for all Wheatstone broadcast and
production consoles. It even includes a rackrnount
version for your equipment room or remote hook-ups.
It allows direct communication between 8 locations in
your facility. Your intercom needs are handled by
simply plugging in this module set.

TAKE

ADVANTAGE of our expertise and reputation.
Call Wheatstone. Let our application engineers handle
your toughest requirements.

Wheotrtone® Corporation
6720 VLF Parkway, Syracuse, NY. 13271 (tel 315-455-7740/fax 315-454-8104)
Circle 26 On Reaaer Service Card
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Something Very Good
Just Got BETTER!
"eige1157

":•AIF
oe

e

A-32EX On-Air Console
Finally engineers confined to tight budgets
can choose a console that won't compromise
station reliability or signal integrity. After all, the
A-32 is a Wheatstone console. It borrows from
the componentry and design of our larger A-500
consoles, currently installed in major markets all
over the country, from frontline independents to
national networks.
Our new A-32EX is even better, with ample
expansion room for additional inputs and a powerful family of accessory modules, including our
new MP- 32 talkshow module (that neatly interfaces multiple hybrids, tape recorders, announcer
mics and studio- to- caller feeds), our ICM-32 six
station intercom module ( letting you communicate
with other console locations and announce studios), and our SC- 20 studio module (to provide
comprehensive studio monitor, automatic muting,
and talkback functions), plus multiple line selector
and machine control modules, and a complete
family of studio turret components.

The A-32EX console features modular construction, a fully regulated rackmount power
supply, logic follow, full machine control and of
course, an all- gold contact interface system.
It
has two mic channels and fourteen stereo line
modules, each with A/B source select and
Program/Audition bus assign, plus Cue switches
on the line modules. Standard features include
Program and Audition VU meters, digital timer,
and a monitor module for control room and headphone functions. The console is also available in
a smaller version (the A-20) with two mic channels and eight stereo line input modules.
The A-32EX is a perfect choice for stations
planning an upgrade in signal quality and control
room image. It's also a natural choice for the
newsroom.
So profit from VVheatstone's
experience and reputation— call us today for
immediate action!

S\Nheotrtone" Corporation
5720 V.I.P. Parkvr ay, Syracuse, NY. 13211 (TEL 315-455-7740 / FAX 315-454-8104)
Circle 104 On Reader Service Card

